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Introduction

0.1. Let k be a field of one of the three types below, wherek0 is an algebraically close
field of characteristic 0:

(gl) a function fieldk in two variables overk0, i.e., the function field of a smoot
projective, connected surface overk0;

(ll) the field of fractionsk of a two-dimensional, excellent, henselian local domainA with
residue fieldk0;

(sl) the Laurent series fieldk = l((t)) over a fieldl of characteristic0 and cohomologica
dimension1.

Let G be a connected lineark-group.In the case(gl) we always assume thatG has no
factors of typeE8.

0.2. In [11,12] the arithmetic of linear algebraic groups over such fields was
vestigated. In particular, whenG is semisimple simply connected, it was proved t
H 1(k,G) = 1 andG(k)/R = 1 (whereG(k)/R denotes the group of classes ofR-equiva-
lence); in the cases (gl) or (ll) it was proved that the defect of weak approximationAΣ(G)

equals 1 with respect to any finite setΣ of associated discrete valuations, i.e.,G has weak
approximation property with respect toΣ . It was proved that in the second non-abel
cohomology setH 2(k,L) all the elements are neutral, if thek-kernel (k-band)L = (�G,κ)

is such that�G is semisimple simply connected.
Assume thatG is a reductivek-group admitting a special covering, i.e., there exists

exact sequence

1 → µ → G0 × N → G → 1,

whereG0 is a semisimple simply connected group,N is a quasi-trivial torus andµ is a
finite abeliank-group. For such groupsG the group of classes ofR-equivalenceG(k)/R

and the defect of weak approximationAΣ(G) were computed by Colliot-Thélène, Gill
and Parimala [12] in terms ofµ.

0.3. In the present paper we do not assume thatG admits a special covering. Basin
on the fundamental results of [12], for a connected lineark-group G we compute the
groupG(k)/R, the groupAΣ(G) (in the cases (gl) and (ll)), the Galois cohomology
H 1(k,G), and the Tate–Shafarevich setx1(k,G) (in the case (ll)) in terms of the algebra
fundamental groupπ1(G). We prove that the groupsG(k)/R and AΣ(G) and the se
x1(k,G) are stablyk-birational invariants ofG. We also consider the case wherek is
a number field.

0.4. We describe our results in more detail. First letk be any field of characteristic 0
Let Γ = Gal(k̄/k), where k̄ is a fixed algebraic closure ofk. For a reductivek-group
G let π1(G) denote the algebraic fundamental group ofG introduced in [6]. For any
connected lineark-groupG let Gu denote its unipotent radical and letGred= G/Gu; it is
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red); it is a finitely generated (overZ) Γ -module.

(For another definition ofπ1(G) see [33, Section 10].)
We consider an additive functorH from the category ofk-tori to the category of abelia

groups, with the following property:H(N) = 0 for any quasi-trivial torusN . An example
of such a functor isT �→ H 1(k, T ).

In Section 1 we consider a coflasque resolution ofπ1(G)

0 → Q → P → π1(G) → 0

(i.e., P is a permutationΓ -module andQ is a coflasqueΓ -module). LetFG denote the
flasque torus such thatX∗(FG) = Q, whereX∗ denotes the cocharacter group. We sh
thatH(FG) is determined uniquely byG up to canonical isomorphism, and we obtain
functorG �→ H(FG).

In Section 2 we consider a smooth rationalk-variety X. Let VX denote a smooth
compactification ofX. Write V X = VX ×k k̄. Let SX be the Néron–Severi torus ofVX, i.e.,
thek-torus such thatX∗(SX) = PicV X , whereX∗ denotes the character group. We sh
thatH(SX) is determined uniquely byX up to canonical isomorphism, and we obtain
functorX �→ H(SX). The groupH(SX) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofX.

In Section 3 we prove that for a connectedk-groupG, PicV G is a flasqueΓ -module
(thus we generalize a theorem of Voskresenskiı̆ on tori). Using this result we prove th
H(FG) �H(SG) and thatFG × N1 � SG × N2 for some quasi-trivialk-tori N1 andN2.

In Section 4 we assume thatk is as in 0.1. We prove thatG(k)/R � H 1(k,FG). We
takeH(T ) = H 1(k, T ). Using the results of Sections 3 and 2, we obtain thatG(k)/R �
H 1(k, SG) and therefore the groupG(k)/R is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

In Section 5 we consider weak approximation forG with respect to a finite setΣ of
associated discrete valuations ofk. We assume thatk is of type (gl) or (ll). For ak-torusT

set

q1
Σ(k,T ) = coker

[
H 1(k, T ) →

∏
v∈Σ

H 1(kv, T )

]

(q is pronounced “cheh”). We prove thatAΣ(G) � q1
Σ(k,FG). We takeH(T ) =

q1
Σ(k,T ). Using the results of Sections 3 and 2, we obtain thatAΣ(G) � q1

Σ(k,SG) and
thereforeAΣ(G) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

In Section 6 we considerH 1(k,G). In [6] for any fieldk of characteristic 0 the grou
of abelian Galois cohomologyH 1

ab(k,G) was defined in terms ofπ1(G). A canonical
abelianization map ab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) was defined. We prove here that ifk is
as in 0.1, then ab1 is a bijection. ThusH 1(k,G) has a canonical, functorial structure of
abelian group.

In Section 7 we consider the Hasse principle forG whenk is of type (ll). Using the
result of Section 6, we prove that there is a canonical bijectionx1(k,G) � x2(k,FG). We
takeH(T ) = x2(k, T ). Using the results of Sections 3 and 2, we obtain thatx1(k,G) �
x2(k, SG) and that the cardinality of the setx1(k,G) is a stablyk-birational invariant
of G. In particular, ifG is stablyk-rational, thenx1(k,G) = 1.
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The results of Sections 4–7 hold also whenk is a totally imaginary number field
In Section 8 we establish analogues of these results whenk is any number field, no
necessarily totally imaginary.

The proof of our formula forG(k)/R in Section 4 is based on the difficult Lemma 4.1
This lemma is proved in Appendix by P. Gille. Gille also proves a similar (and m
difficult) result over a number field which we use in Section 8.

For a discussion of our results (with references) see the text of the paper below
we only note that we use the method of Kottwitz [27] in order to reduce the assertio
the known case of tori.

0.5. Notation and conventions

k is a field of characteristic 0,̄k is a fixed algebraic closure ofk, Γ = Gal(k̄/k). By a
Γ -module we mean a finitely generated overZ discreteΓ -module.

Let G be a connected linear algebraic group defined overk. We defineGu andGred as
in 0.4. LetGss denote the derived group ofGred; it is semisimple. SetGtor = Gred/Gss; it
is a torus. LetGsc denote the universal covering ofGss; it is simply connected.

In Sections 1–3,H is a covariant functor from the category ofk-tori to the category o
abelian groups satisfying the following conditions:

(1) let f1, f2 :T ′ → T ′′ be two homomorphisms ofk-tori, thenH(f1 + f2) = H(f1) +
H(f2);

(2) H(T1 × T2) � H(T1) ⊕H(T2) for any twok-tori T1 andT2;
(3) H(N) = 0 for any quasi-trivialk-torusN .

A functor satisfying (1) is called additive, and (2) follows from (1), cf. [30, Ch
ter VIII.2, Proposition 4 on p. 193]. From (2) and (3) follows the following property:

(4) if pT :T × N → T is the projection, whereN is a quasi-trivial torus, thenpT ∗ :
H(T × N) →H(T ) is an isomorphism.

An example of such a functor isH(T ) = H 1(k, T ). Another example isH(T ) =
x2(k, T ) whenk is a number field.

1. Functor H(FG)

Let k be a field of characteristic 0. In this section we construct a functorG �→ H(FG)

from the category of connected linear algebraick-groups to abelian groups. HereFG is the
flasque torus coming from a coflasque resolution ofπ1(G).

1.1. A Γ -moduleP is called a permutation module if it is torsion-free and ha
Γ -invariant basis. AΓ -module is called coflasque if it is torsion-free andH 1(Γ ′,Q) = 0
for every open subgroupΓ ′ ⊂ Γ . Any permutation module is coflasque.
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A coflasque resolution of aΓ -moduleA is an exact sequence ofΓ -modules

0→ Q → P
α−→ A → 0, (R)

whereP is a permutation module andQ is a coflasque module.

Lemma 1.2 [16, Lemme 0.6].EveryΓ -moduleA admits a coflasque resolution. Moreov
if �Γ is the image ofΓ in AutA, then there exists a coflasque resolution(R) of A such that
Γ acts onP andQ through �Γ .

1.3. A k-torus F is called flasque if its cocharacter groupX∗(F ) is a coflasque
Γ -module. A k-torus N is called quasi-trivial if it is isomorphic to the produ∏

i RKi/kGm,Ki , whereKi/k are finite extensions. In other words,N is quasi-trivial if
and only ifX∗(N) is a permutationΓ -module.

Let (R) be a coflasque resolution of aΓ -moduleA. Let F(R) denote the flasque toru
such thatX∗(F(R)) = Q. SetF(R) = H(F(R)), whereH is a functor as in Section 0.5. W
shall prove thatF(R) depends only onA and is functorial inA.

Note that for two coflasque resolutions

0→ Qi → Pi → A → 0 (i = 1,2) (R′
i )

of aΓ -moduleA, we haveQ1 ⊕P ′
1 � Q2 ⊕P ′

2 for some permutation modulesP ′
1 andP ′

2,
cf. [16, Lemme 0.6]. ThusH(F(R′

1)
) �H(F(R′

2)) by property (4) ofH, see Section 0.5. W
prove below that there exists acanonicalisomorphism, permitting to identifyH(F(R′

1)
) and

H(F(R′
2)

).

1.4. Let

0 → Qi → Pi
αi−→ Ai → 0 (i = 1,2) (Ri )

be coflasque resolutions. We always regardQi as a subgroup ofPi . A morphism(R1) →
(R2) is a pair of homomorphisms ofΓ -modulesf :A1 → A2, ψ :P1 → P2 such that the
following diagram is commutative:

P1

ψ

α1
A1

f

P2
α2

A2

Thenψ defines a homomorphismQ1 → Q2 (as the restriction ofψ to Q1). Thus a pair
(f,ψ) gives rise to a homomorphismF(f,ψ) :F(R1) →F(R2).

Lemma 1.5. Let

0 → Q′ → P ′ α′−→ A′ → 0, (R′)
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0 → Q′′ → P ′′ α′′−−→ A′′ → 0 (R′′)

be coflasque resolutions. Letf :A′ → A′′ be a homomorphism ofΓ -modules. Thenf
extends to a morphism(f,ψ) : (R′) → (R′′).

Proof. SetP = P ′ ×A′′ P ′′ = {(x ′, x ′′) ∈ P ′ × P ′′ | f (α′(x ′)) = α′′(x ′′)}. Let p′ :P → P ′
denote the projection defined byp′(x ′, x ′′) = x ′. Clearly kerp′ � Q′′. We obtain an exac
sequence

0 → Q′′ → P
p′−→ P ′ → 0.

SinceP ′ is a permutation module andQ′′ is a coflasque module, we have Ext1(P ′,Q′′) = 0
(cf. [29, Proposition 1.2]). Thus there exists a splittingβ :P ′ → P such thatp′ ◦ β = idP ′ .
Write β(x ′) = (x ′,ψ(x ′)), whereψ(x ′) ∈ P ′′, α′′(ψ(x ′)) = f (α′(x ′)). Clearly(f,ψ) is a
morphism(R′) → (R′′) extendingf . �
Lemma 1.6. Let (R′), (R′′) be as in Lemma1.5. Let(f,ψ) : (R′) → (R′′) be any morphism
of coflasque resolutions. Then the homomorphismF(f,ψ) :F(R1) → F(R2) does not
depend onψ .

Proof. Let ψ1,ψ2 :P ′ → P ′′ be two homomorphisms ofΓ -modules compatible with
f :A′ → A′′. Let χ = ψ1 − ψ2 :P ′ → P ′′. Then clearly imχ ∈ kerα′′ = Q′′. We may
and shall regardχ as a homomorphismχ :P ′ → Q′′.

Let θi :Q′ → Q′′ be the homomorphisms induced byψi (i = 1,2), where we regardQ′,
Q′′ as submodules ofP ′, P ′′, respectively. Thenθi(x

′) = ψi(x
′) for anyx ′ ∈ Q′. We see

thatθ2 − θ1 = χ |Q′ . But χ |Q′ :Q′ → Q′′ factors throughP ′. It follows that

F(f,ψ2) −F(f,ψ1) :H(F(R′)) →H(F(R′′))

factors throughH(N ′), whereN ′ is the k-torus such thatX∗(N ′) = P ′. SinceN ′ is a
quasi-trivial torus, we haveH(N ′) = 0 andF(f,ψ2) − F(f,ψ1) = 0. ThusF(f,ψ1) =
F(f,ψ2). �

We shall writeF(f )(R′,R′′) instead ofF(f,ψ).

1.7. Now using Lemmas 1.2, 1.5 and 1.6, we shall prove by a categoric argument th
correspondenceA �→F(R) defines a functorA �→ F(A) from the category ofΓ -modules
to the category of abelian groups.

(i) Assume we have three coflasque resolutions(R′), (R′′), (R′′′) as above. Letf :A′ →
A′′ andg :A′′ → A′′′ be homomorphisms ofΓ -modules. Then it is easy to see that

F(g ◦ f )(R′,R′′′) =F(g)(R′′,R′′′) ◦F(f )(R′,R′′).

(ii) Consider the case when we have oneΓ -moduleA and one coflasque resolution

0 → Q → P → A → 0. (R)
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ThenF(idA)(R,R) :F(R) →F(R) equals idF(R).
(iii) Consider the case of two coflasque resolutions of the sameΓ -moduleA:

0 → Qi → Pi → A → 0 (i = 1,2). (Ri )

Setϕ12 = F(idA)(R1,R2) :F(R1) → F(R2). One can easily prove thatϕ12 is an isomor-
phism. We have constructed a canonical isomorphismϕ12:F(R1) →F(R2).

(iv) Now consider three coflasque resolutions of oneΓ -moduleA:

0 → Qi → Pi → A → 0 (i = 1,2,3). (Ri )

By (iii) we have canonical isomorphismsϕij :F(Ri ) →F(Rj ). By (i) we haveϕ23◦ϕ12 =
ϕ13.

(v) Let A be aΓ -module. For any two coflasque resolutions(R1), (R2) of A we identify
F(R1) with F(R2) using the canonical isomorphismϕ12. We thus obtain an abelian grou
which we denote byF(A). Note that the groupF(A) is well defined because of (iv).

(vi) Let f :A′ → A′′ be a homomorphism ofΓ -modules, and let(R′
i ) → (R′′

i ) (i = 1,2)

be two morphisms of coflasque resolutions extendingf . Then it is easy to see that th
following diagram is commutative:

F
(
R′

1

) F(f )(R′
1,R′′

1)

ϕ′
12

F
(
R′′

1

)
ϕ′′

12

F
(
R′

2

) F(f )(R′
2,R′′

2) F
(
R′′

2

)
(vii) Let f :A′ → A′′ be a homomorphism ofΓ -modules. Choose coflasque resolutio

(R′) and (R′′) of A′ and A′′, respectively. We defineF(f ) :F(A′) → F(A′′) to be
F(f )(R′,R′′) :F(R′) → F(R′′). By (vi) this homomorphism is well defined (does n
depend on the choice of resolutions).

Thus we have defined a functorA �→ F(A) from Γ -modules to abelian groups. W
shall denoteF(A) by H(FA).

1.8. We recall the definition of algebraic fundamental groupπ1(G) of a connected linea
algebraic groupG from [6].

First assume thatG is reductive. Consider the composition

ρ :Gsc→ Gss↪→ G.

In general the homomorphismρ is neither surjective nor injective. LetT ⊂ G be a
maximal torus (defined overk). SetT sc = ρ−1(T ) ⊂ Gsc, it is a maximal torus inGsc.
The homomorphismρ :T sc→ T induces a homomorphism ofΓ -modulesρ∗ : X∗(T sc) →
X∗(T ), whereX∗ denotes the cocharacter group. Setπ1(G) = X∗(T )/ρ∗X∗(T sc). It is
shown in [6] that theΓ -module π1(G) is well defined, i.e., does not depend on
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choice of a maximal torusT ⊂ G. To a homomorphismf :G1 → G2 there corresponds
homomorphism ofΓ -modulesf∗ :π1(G1) → π1(G2).

For an arbitrary connected linear algebraick-groupG (not necessarily reductive) we s
π1(G) := π1(G

red). Thenπ1 is a functor from the category of connected linear algeb
k-groups to the category ofΓ -modules.

1.9. Consider the functorF ◦π1 :G �→ H(Fπ1(G)) from the category of connected line
algebraick-groups to the category of abelian groups. We shall writeH(FG) for H(Fπ1(G)).

Recall that a finite group is called metacyclic if all its Sylow subgroups are cyclic.

Proposition 1.10. Assume that the image�Γ of Γ in Autπ1(G) is a metacyclic group. The
H(FG) = 0.

Proof. By definition H(FG) = H(F ) for a flasque torusF coming from a coflasqu
resolution ofπ1(G). By Lemma 1.2 we may assume thatF splits over a metacyclic
extension. By a theorem of Endo and Miyata (cf. [15, Proposition 2, p. 184]) there ex
k-torusT such that the torusF × T is quasi-trivial. We obtain

H(F ) ⊕H(T ) =H(F × T ) = 0,

henceH(FG) =H(F ) = 0. �

2. Functor H(SX)

2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. LetX be a smooth rationalk-variety (i.e.,X×k k̄

is birational to an affine space). LetVX be a smoothk-compactification ofX. We consider
the Γ -module PicV X , whereV X = VX ×k k̄. It is a torsion-free group of finiteZ-rank
(cf., e.g., [44, 4.5]). LetSX denote the Néron–Severi torus ofVX , i.e., thek-torus with
character groupX∗(SX) = PicV X . We shall show in this section thatH(SX) does not
depend on the choice ofVX , and that the correspondenceX �→ H(SX) extends to a functo
from the category of smooth rationalk-varieties to the category of abelian groups. (T
similar assertion about the correspondenceX �→ H 1(k,PicV X) is known to experts, cf
[39, 9.0], but we could not find a reference where it was written in detail.) Moreove
shall prove thatH(SX) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofX.

2.2. Let X be a smooth geometrically integralk-variety. A smooth compactificatio
V of X is a pair(V , ν :X ↪→ V ), whereV is a smooth completek-variety, andν is an
embedding ofX into V as a dense open subset. We often write justV instead of(V , ν). We
say that a smooth compactification(V ′, ν′) dominates(V , ν) if there exists ak-morphism
λ :V ′ → V such thatν = λ ◦ ν′. Then suchλ is unique (becauseν′(X) is dense inV ′).

We need three propositions onsmooth compactifications.

Proposition 2.3 [24]. For any smooth geometrically integralk-variety X there exists a
smooth compactification(V , ν) of X.
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Proposition 2.4. For any two smooth compactificationsV1, V2 of a smooth geometricall
integral k-varietyX, there exists a smooth compactificationV3 of X dominating bothV1
andV2.

Proof. The proposition is a special case of Proposition 2.6 below.�
2.5. Let f :X′ → X′′ be a morphism of smoothk-varieties. Let(V ′, ν′), (V ′′, ν′′) be

smooth compactifications ofX′, X′′, respectively. We say that a morphismψ :V ′ → V ′′ is
compatiblewith f if the following diagram commutes:

V ′ ψ

V ′′

X′
ν ′

f

X′′
ν ′′

Proposition 2.6. Let f :X′ → X′′ be a morphism of smooth geometrically integ
varieties, and letV ′, V ′′ be smooth compactifications ofX′, X′′, respectively. Then ther
exist a smooth compactificationV ′

1 of X′ dominatingV ′ and a morphismψ :V ′
1 → V ′′

compatible withf .

Proof. See [7, 1.2.2]. This proof was communicated to us by J.-L. Colliot-Thélène.�
2.7. From now on to the end of the section we assume thatX is a smoothrationalvariety

(i.e., k̄-rational). LetVX be a smooth compactification ofX. We defineSX as in 2.1.

2.8. Let V1, V2 be two smooth compactifications ofX, and let S1, S2 be the
corresponding Néron–Severi tori (i.e.,X∗(Si) = PicV i , i = 1,2). We wish to construc
an isomorphismϕ12:H(S1) → H(S2). By Proposition 2.4, there exists a smoo
compactificationV of X dominating bothV1 and V2. Let S denote the correspondin
Néron–Severi torus. The domination morphismλ1 :V → V1 induces a homomorphism
λ1∗ :S → S1, and there exists an isomorphismS � S1 × N1, whereN1 is a quasi-trivial
k-torus andλ1∗ corresponds to the projection ofS1 × N1 onto S1 (cf. [44, 4.4]). We
thus obtain an isomorphismϕ1 :H(S) → H(S1) by property (4) ofH, see Introduction
Similarly, the domination morphismλ2 :V → V2 induces an isomorphismϕ2 :H(S) →
H(S2). We obtain an isomorphismϕ12 = ϕ2 ◦ ϕ−1

1 :H(S1) →H(S2).

2.9. If V ′ is another smooth compactification ofX dominating bothV1 and V2,
we obtain another isomorphismϕ′

12:H(S1) → H(S2). However there exists a smoo
compactificationV ′′ of X dominating bothV andV ′, and using this fact one can eas
show thatϕ′

12 = ϕ12. Thus we have constructed a canonical isomorphismϕ12:H(S1) →
H(S2).

2.10. Now let V1, V2, V3 be three smooth compactifications ofX, let S1, S2, S3
denote the corresponding Néron–Severi tori, and letϕij :H(Si) →H(Sj ) be the canonica
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isomorphisms. LetV12 (respectivelyV23) be a smooth compactification ofX dominating
V1 andV2 (respectivelyV2 andV3). Let V be a smooth compactification ofX dominating
V12 andV23. ClearlyV dominatesV1, V2, andV3, and using this fact, one can easily sh
thatϕ13 = ϕ23 ◦ ϕ12.

2.11. Let V1, V2, S1, S2 be as in 2.8. We can now identifyH(S1) with H(S2) using
the canonical isomorphismϕ12, for all pairs(V1,V2). We denote the obtained group
H(SX). The groupH(SX) is well defined because of the equalityϕ13 = ϕ23 ◦ ϕ12 of 2.10.

2.12. Let f :X′ → X′′ be a morphism of smooth rational varieties. By Proposition
there exists a morphism of smooth compactificationsψ :V ′ → V ′′; here (V ′, ν′) and
(V ′′, ν′′) are smooth compactifications ofX′ andX′′, respectively, and the diagram

V ′ ψ

V ′′

X′
ν ′

f

X′′
ν ′′

commutes. We obtain a homomorphismψ∗ :H(SX1) →H(SX2).
Let nowψ1 :V ′

1 → V ′′
1 andψ2 :V ′

2 → V ′′
2 be two morphisms of smooth compactific

tions extending ak-morphismf :X1 → X2. Then using Propositions 2.4 and 2.6, we c
construct a morphism of smooth compactificationsψ3 :V ′

3 → V ′′
3 dominating bothψ1 and

ψ2 (in the obvious sense). Using this fact one can easily show that the diagram

H
(
S′

1

) ψ1∗

ϕ′
12

H
(
S′′

1

)
ϕ′′

12

H
(
S′

2

) ψ2∗ H
(
S′′

2

)
commutes. (HereS′

1 is the Néron–Severi torus ofV ′
1, and so on.) Thus we have construc

a canonical homomorphismf∗ :H(SX′) →H(SX′′ ).
If f :X′ → X′′, g :X′′ → X′′′ arek-morphisms of smooth rational varieties, then us

Proposition 2.6 one can construct a commutative diagram

V ′ V ′′ V ′′′

X′ f

X′′ g

X′′′

whereV ′, V ′′, V ′′′ are smooth compactifications ofX′, X′′, X′′′, respectively. It follows
that (g ◦ f )∗ = g∗ ◦ f∗. We see that we have constructed a functorX �→ H(SX) from the
category of smooth rationalk-varieties to the category of abelian groups.
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2.13. Let f :X1 → X2 be a rational map of smooth rational varieties defined overk. In
other words, letU1 ⊂ X1 andU2 ⊂ X2 be open subvarieties andf ′ :U1 → U2 a regular
map, all defined overk. We may takeVUν = VXν (ν = 1,2), thus we can identifyH(SUν )

with H(SXν ). The regular mapf ′ :U1 → U2 induces a homomorphism of abelian grou
f ′∗ :H(SU1) → H(SU2), see 2.12. Thus we obtain a homomorphismf∗ :H(SX1) →H(SX2)

which does not depend on the choice ofU1 andU2. Clearly if f :X1 → X2 is a birational
isomorphism, thenf∗ is an isomorphism.

Recall that twok-varietiesX1, X2 are called stablyk-birationally equivalent, ifX1 ×
P n1

k andX2 × P n2
k arek-birationally equivalent for somen1, n2 (hereP n1

k andP n2
k are

projective spaces).

Proposition 2.14. H(SX) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofX.

Proof. LetX1 andX2 be two stablyk-birationally equivalent varieties. ThenX1×P n1
k and

X2 × P n2
k arek-birationally equivalent for somen1, n2. SetYν = Xν × P nν

k (ν = 1,2),
then there is ak-birational isomorphismf :Y1 → Y2. The birational isomorphismf
induces an isomorphismf∗ :H(SY1) → H(SY2), see 2.13. The projectionsψν :Yν → Xν

induce isomorphismsψν∗ :H(SYν ) → H(SXν ) (ν = 1,2). We obtain an isomorphism
ψ2∗ ◦ f∗ ◦ ψ−1

1∗ :H(SX1) →H(SX2). �

3. Isomorphism H(FG) � H(SG)

Let k be a field of characteristic 0. In this section we construct an isomorphis
functorsG �→ H(SG) and G �→ H(FG) on the category of connected linear algebr
k-groups. But first we need to generalize a result of Voskresenskiı̆.

Proposition 3.1 ([43, 4.8], [44, 4.6]).For anyk-torusT theΓ -modulePicV T is flasque.

Here aΓ -moduleM is called flasque if the dual moduleM∨ := Hom(M,Z) is coflas-
que.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a connected linear algebraick-group. ThenPicV G is a flasque
module.

Proof. (i) First, we reduce the assertion to the case of a reductive group. A
decomposition gives an isomorphism ofk-varieties G � Gred × Gu, where Gu is a
k-rational variety. We may takeVG = VGred × VGu, then PicV G = PicV Gred ⊕ P , where
P is a permutation module. Thus if PicV Gred is flasque, then PicV G is also flasque. So w
may and shall assume thatG is reductive.

(ii) Let us now prove the assertion of the theorem in the case whereG is quasi-split, i.e.,
has a Borel subgroupB defined overk. Then it follows from the Bruhat decompositio
that there exists an open subset inG isomorphic toU− × T × U , whereT is a maximal
torus ofG, U is the unipotent radical ofB, andU− is the opposite unipotent subgro
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of G. HereU andU− arek-rational varieties. It follows that PicV G � PicV T ⊕P , where
P is a permutation module. Since PicV T is flasque by Proposition 3.1, we conclude t
PicV G is flasque.

(iii) The general case can be reduced to the quasi-split case by the device of pas
the variety of Borel subgroups. The following argument mimics [17, Theorem 2.B.1]
also [13, Theorem 4.2] and [7, Theorem 2.4]).

Let G be any connected reductivek-group (not necessarily quasi-split). LetY denote
the variety of Borel subgroups ofG (see [40, t. III, Exp. XXII, 5.8.3] for the definition). I
is a geometrically integral smoothk-variety, becauseYk̄ � Gk̄/B, whereB ⊂ Gk̄ is a Borel
subgroup. The varietyY has the following property: ifY (k′) �= ∅ for a field extensionk′/k,
thenGk′ is quasi-split, and then by (ii) the assertion of the theorem holds for suchGk′ .

Let k(Y ) be an algebraic closure ofk(Y ) containingk̄(Y ). SinceY is geometrically
integral, we see thatk is algebraically closed ink(Y ), and therefore Gal(k̄(Y )/k(Y )) �
Gal(k̄/k). The varietyY has ak(Y )-point (the generic point ofY ), henceGk(Y ) is quasi-
split. It follows that PicV Gk(Y )

is a flasque module.
(iv) We can now finish the proof of the theorem. LetV = VG be a smooth

compactification ofG. SinceG is k̄-rational, it follows from [44, 4.4] that Pic(V ×k k̄)

is a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, and that Pic(V ×k k̄) = Pic(V ×k k̄(Y )) =
Pic(V ×k k(Y )). We denote this group by PicV . LetQ = Hom(PicV ,Z). We wish to prove
that PicV is a flasqueΓ -module, i.e., thatQ is a coflasqueΓ -module. We know thatQ is
a coflasque Gal(k(Y )/k(Y ))-module because PicV is a flasque Gal(k(Y )/k(Y ))-module.

Let k′/k be a finite field extension in̄k. SetΓ ′ = Gal(k̄(Y )/k′(Y )), g′ = Gal(k(Y )/

k′(Y )), h = Gal(k(Y )/k̄(Y )). Thenh acts trivially on PicV and hence onQ. We have an
isomorphismΓ ′ � g′/h.

We have an inflation-restriction exact sequence

0 → H 1(Γ ′,Qh
) → H 1(g′,Q

) → H 1(h,Q),

cf. [1, Chapter IV, Proposition 5.1]. We haveQh = Q. Since Q is a coflasque
Gal(k(Y )/k(Y ))-module, we haveH 1(g′,Q) = 0. HenceH 1(Γ ′,Q) = 0. We have proved
thatQ is a coflasqueΓ -module. Thus PicV is a flasqueΓ -module. �
Lemma 3.3. Let L be a flasqueΓ -module. ThenH 1(γ,L) = 0 for any closed procyclic
subgroupγ ⊂ Γ .

Proof. Let Q = L∨, then Q is a coflasque module. Let̄γ denote the image ofγ in
AutL, it is a finite cyclic group. SinceQ is coflasque,H 1(γ̄ ,Q) = 0. By duality for Tate
cohomology with coefficients in a torsion-free module (cf. [9, Chapter VI, §7, Exercise
we haveH−1(γ̄ ,L) = 0. By periodicity for Tate cohomology of finite cyclic groups (c
[1, Chapter IV, Theorem 8.1]) we haveH 1(γ̄ ,L) = 0. ThusH 1(γ,L) = 0. �
Corollary 3.4 [13, Proposition 3.2].Let G be a connected linear algebraick-group, then
H 1(γ,PicV G) = 0 for any closed procyclic subgroupγ ⊂ Gal(k̄/k).

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3.�
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Theorem 3.5. There exists a canonical isomorphism of functorsG �→ H(FG) andG �→
H(SG) from the category of connected linear algebraick-groups to the category of abelia
groups.

Corollary 3.6. H(FG) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 2.14.�
In the proof of Theorem 3.5 we use the method of Kottwitz [27].
We need the following lemma which was stated in [6] without proof.

Lemma 3.7. Let 1 → G1
α−→ G2

β−→ G3 → 1 be an exact sequence of connected reduc
k-groups. Then the sequence

1 → π1(G1) → π1(G2) → π1(G3) → 1

is exact.

Proof. Let T2 ⊂ G2 be a maximal torus,T3 = β(T2) ⊂ G3, T1 = α−1(T2) ⊂ G1. We have
a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 X∗
(
T sc

1

)
X∗

(
T sc

2

)
X∗

(
T sc

3

)
0

0 X∗(T1) X∗(T2) X∗(T3) 0

where the vertical arrows are injective and coker[X∗(T sc
i ) → X∗(Ti)] = π1(Gi) for i =

1,2,3. Now our lemma follows from the snake lemma.�
Corollary 3.8. If G is a reductivek-group andGss is simply connected, then the m
t :G → Gtor induces a canonical isomorphismt∗ :π1(G)

∼−→ X∗(Gtor).

Proof. We have an exact sequence 1→ Gss→ G → Gtor → 1, whereπ1(G
ss) = 1 and

π1(G
tor) = X∗(Gtor). �

3.9. We now construct an isomorphism of functorsξG :H(FG) → H(SG) for reductive
groupsG such thatGss is simply connected.

Choose a smooth compactificationVG of G. Consider the exact sequence of Voskres
skĭı ([41,42], [44, 4.5])

0 → X∗(G) → P → PicV G → Pic�G → 0,
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where P is a permutation module. We haveX∗(G) = X∗(Gtor). SinceGss is simply
connected, we have Pic�G = 0 (cf. [39, 6.9, 6.11]). We thus obtain an exact sequenc
torsion-freeΓ -modules

0→ X∗(Gtor) → P → PicV G → 0.

The dual exact sequence is

0→ X∗(SG) → P ′ → X∗
(
Gtor) → 0, (3.1)

whereP ′ is a permutation module. By Theorem 3.2, PicV G is a flasque module, henc
X∗(SG) is a coflasque module. By Corollary 3.8,X∗(Gtor) = π1(G). We see that (3.1) i
a coflasque resolution ofπ1(G). Thus we may takeFG = SG. We obtain an isomorphism
ξG :H(FG) ∼−→H(SG).

3.10. We show thatξG does not depend on the choice of a smooth compactificatioVG

of G.
Let V1 andV2 be two smooth compactifications ofG. Proposition 2.4 shows that

suffices to consider the case whenV1 dominatesV2. Letλ :V1 → V2 denote the dominatio
morphism. LetS1 andS2 be the Néron–Severi tori ofV1 and V2, respectively. Thenλ
induces a homomorphismλ∗ :S1 → S2 and an isomorphismϕ12 = λ∗ :H(S1) → H(S2),
where ϕ12 is the canonical isomorphism defined in 2.8. Since Voskresenskiı̆’s exact
sequence is functorial in(G,VG), the morphismλ : (G,V1) → (G,V2) induces a morphism
of coflasque resolutions

0 X∗(S1)

λ∗

P1 π1(G) 0

0 X∗(S2) P2 π1(G) 0

whereP1 andP2 are permutation modules. Thusλ∗ :S1 → S2 is the morphism of flasqu
tori corresponding to a morphism of coflasque resolutions of theΓ -moduleπ1(G). In other
words, if we setF1 = S1 andF2 = S2, then we have a commutative diagram

H(S1)

ϕ12

H(F1)

ϕ12

H(S2) H(F2)

where the left vertical arrow is defined in 2.8, while the right vertical arrow is define
in 1.7(iii). Thus the isomorphismξG is well defined (does not depend on the choice o
smooth compactification ofG).

One can easily show thatξG is functorial inG (using Proposition 2.6 and the fact th
Voskresenskiı̆’s exact sequence is functorial in(G,VG)).
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3.11. The next step is to extendξG to all connected reductivek-groups. We use th
method ofz-extensions.

A z-extension of a reductivek-groupG is an exact sequence of connected reduc
k-groups

1 → Z → H
β−→ G → 1

such thatH ss is simply connected andZ is a quasi-trivialk-torus. By a lemma o
Langlands, cf. [34, Proposition 3.1], every reductivek-group admits az-extension.

We need two lemmas.

Lemma 3.12. Let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected lineark-groups. Assume thatG1 is k-rational and
that H 1(K,G1) = 1 for any field extensionK/k. Thenβ∗ :H(SG2) → H(SG3) is an
isomorphism of abelian groups.

Proof. SinceH 1(K,G1) = 0 for any field extensionK/k, in particular forK = k(G3),
the epimorphismβ admits a rational sections :U3 → U2, whereU3 is an open subset i
G3 andU2 = β−1(U3). Let β ′ :U2 → U3 be the map induced byβ , thenβ ′ ◦ s = idU3. We
define an isomorphism ofk-varieties

λ :U3 × G1 → U2, (g3, g1) �→ s(g3)g1

(we assume thatG1 ⊂ G2). By [15, Lemme 11] we have Pic(V U3 × V G1) = PicV U3 ⊕
PicV G1, henceλ induces an isomorphismH(SU3) × H(SG1) → H(SU2). SinceG1 is a
k-rational variety,SG is a quasi-trivial torus, andH(SG1) = 0. We see thats induces an
isomorphisms∗ :H(SU3) → H(SU2). Sinceβ ′ ◦ s = idU3, we haveβ ′∗ ◦ s∗ = id. We see
thatβ ′∗ :H(SU2) →H(SU3) is an isomorphism.

Consider the commutative diagrams

U2
i2

β ′

G2

β

U3
i3

G3

and

H(SU2)
i2∗

β ′∗

H(SG2)

β∗

H(SU3)
i3∗ H(SG3)

wherei2 andi3 are the inclusions. Clearlyi2∗ andi3∗ in the right diagram are isomorphism
(we may takeVU2 = VG2 andVU3 = VG3). We have proved thatβ ′∗ is an isomorphism
henceβ∗ is an isomorphism. �
Corollary 3.13. Let H

β−→ G be az-extension with kernelZ. Thenβ∗ :H(SH ) → H(SG)

is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
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Corollary 3.14. Let G be a connectedk-group,r :G → Gred the canonical epimorphism
Then the induced homomorphismr∗ :H(SG) →H(SGred) is an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.15. LetH
β−→ G be az-extension with kernelZ. Thenβ∗ :H(FH ) → H(FG) is

an isomorphism of abelian groups.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 we have an exact sequence

0 → X∗(Z) → π1(H)
β∗−−→ π1(G) → 0.

Let

0→ QG → PG → π1(G) → 0

be a coflasque resolution ofπ1(G). SetP = PG ×π1(G) π1(H). We have exact sequence

0 → X∗(Z) → P
pG−−→ PG → 0, (3.2)

0 → QG → P
pH−−→ π1(H) → 0, (3.3)

wherepG and pH are the projections. SinceX∗(Z) and PG are permutation module
the sequence (3.2) splits. ThereforeP is a permutation module, and (3.3) is a coflasq
resolution ofπ1(H).

Consider the morphism of resolutions(β∗,pG):

0 QG P
pH

pG

π1(H)

β∗

0

0 QG PG π1(G) 0

Clearly pG|QG :QG → QG is the identity map. Thus the induced homomorph
H(FH ) →H(FG) is an isomorphism. �

We shall use the following lemma.

Lemma 3.16 [27, Lemma 2.4.4].LetG1 → G2 be a homomorphism of connected reduc
k-groups, and letHi → Gi (i = 1,2) be z-extensions. Then there exists a commuta
diagram

H1 H3 H2

G1 G1
id

G2
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in which the homomorphismsH3 → H1 andH3 → H2 are surjective, andH3 → G1 is a
z-extension.

3.17. We can now extend the isomorphismξG :H(FG) → H(SG) to all connected

reductivek-groups. LetG be a reductive group. Choose az-extensionH
β−→ G. The

isomorphismξH is already defined becauseH ss is simply connected. We must defineξG

so that the following diagram of isomorphisms is commutative:

H(FH )
ξH

β∗

H(SH )

β∗

H(FG)
ξG H(SG)

By Corollary 3.13 and Lemma 3.15, the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, andξG is thus
defined. Using Lemma 3.16, one can easily check that ourξG does not depend on th

choice of az-extensionH
β−→ G and is functorial inG.

To extendξG to all connectedk-groupsG, we need a lemma.

Lemma 3.18. Let G be a connectedk-group, r :G → Gred the canonical epimorphism
Then the induced homomorphismr∗ :H(FG) →H(FGred) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By definitionπ1(G) = π1(G
red), and thereforeH(FG) =H(FGred). �

3.19. We can now extendξG to the category of all connectedk-groupsG. We must
defineξG so that the following diagram is commutative:

H(FG)
ξG

r∗

H(SG)

r∗

H(FGred)
ξ
Gred

H(SGred)

By Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 3.18, the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, andξG is thus
defined. This isomorphismξG is functorial inG.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.

Remark 3.20. (i) Theorem 3.2 generalizes [13, Proposition 3.2]. It was an observatio
V. Chernousov that the device of passage to the variety of Borel subgroups can si
the proof of that proposition. This observation,along with discussions with P. Gille, led u
to Theorem 3.2. P. Gille suggested another proof of Theorem 3.2.

(ii) A particular case of Theorem 3.5 (for semisimple groups over number fields)
proved in [21] in the course of the proof of Theorem III.4.3. Discussions with P. G
around this result led us to Theorem 3.5. P. Gille suggested another proof.
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Theorem 3.21. SetQG = X∗(FG), then theΓ -modulesQG and (PicV G)∨ are similar,
i.e.,QG ⊕ P1 � (PicV G)∨ ⊕ P2, whereP1 andP2 are some permutation modules(recall
that ( )∨ denotes the dual module).

Proof. We have actually proved this while proving Theorem 3.5. Indeed, in 3.9
proved that for a reductive groupG such thatGss is simply connected, we may tak
QG = (PicV G)∨. In the proofs of Corollaries 3.13, 3.14 and Lemmas 3.15 and 3.1
proved that ifG is any connectedk-group, thenQG is similar toQH and(PicV G)∨ is
similar to(PicV H)∨ for some reductive groupH such thatH ss is simply connected. �
Remark 3.22. In Sections 1–3 we assumed thatH is a covariant functor only for
simplicity. All the results (with evident changes) also hold for an additivecontravariant
functorH such thatH(N) = 0 for any quasi-trivialk-torusN .

Theorem 3.23. LetG be a connected lineark-group. Then there is a canonical functori
isomorphism

H 1(k,PicV G

) � H 1(k,Q∨
G

)
,

whereQ∨
G is the dual module toQG, andQG comes from a coflasque resolution

0 → QG → P → π1(G) → 0.

Proof. Since PicV G = X∗(SG) and Q∨
G = X∗(FG), the theorem follows from Theo

rem 3.5 applied to the contravariant functorT �→ H(T ) = X∗(T ). �
Corollary 3.24. LetE be a principal homogeneous space of a connected lineark-groupG.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism

H 1(k,PicV E

) � H 1(k,Q∨
G

)
.

Proof. The functorX �→ F(X) = H 1(k,PicV X) on the category of rationalk-varieties
is additive, i.e.,F(X1 × X2) = F(X1) ⊕ F(X2), cf. [15, Lemme 11, p. 188]. By [39
Lemme 6.4] applied to the functorF , there is a canonical isomorphismH 1(k,PicV E) �
H 1(k,PicV G), and the corollary follows from Theorem 3.23.�
Remark 3.25. By Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.21 we can write Corollary 3.24 as follo

H 1(k,PicV E

) � ker

[
H 1(k,Q∨

G

) →
∏
γ

H 1(γ,Q∨
G

)]
,

whereγ runs over closed procyclic subgroups of Gal(k̄/k). From this formula one ca
deduce the formula of [7, Theorem 2.4].
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4. R-equivalence

In this section fork as in 0.1 we construct an isomorphism of functorsG(k)/R →
H 1(k,FG). (Clearly the functorT �→ H 1(k, T ) on the category ofk-tori satisfies
conditions (1)–(3) of Introduction, so we have functorsG �→ H 1(k,FG) and X �→
H 1(k, SX) as in Sections 1 and 2.) We start with stating the results of [15] onR-equivalence
on tori and the results of [12,22] onR-equivalence on reductive groups admitting spe
coverings. We derive some corollaries which will be used below.

4.1. The notion ofR-equivalence was introduced by Manin [31]. LetX be an algebraic
variety over a fieldk. We say that two pointsx, y ∈ X(k) are elementarily related if ther
exists a rational mapf of the projective lineP1 to X such thatf is defined in 0 and 1
andf (0) = x, f (1) = y. Two pointsx, y are calledR-equivalent if there exists a finit
sequence of pointsx0 = x, x1, . . . , xn = y such thatxi is elementarily related toxi−1
for i = 1, . . . , n. We denote byX(k)/R the set of equivalence classes inX(k). If G is a
connected linear algebraic group overk, then the setG(k)/R has a natural group structur

4.2. Let T be ak-torus. Let

0 → Q → P → X∗(T ) → 0 (R)

be a coflasque resolution. Let

1 → FT → N → T → 1

be the corresponding exact sequence of tori, whereX∗(N) = P andX∗(FT ) = Q. Consider
the exact sequence

N(k) → T (k)
δT−−→ H 1(k,FT ) → H 1(k,N) = 0.

Theorem 4.3 [15, Theorem 2, p. 199].The mapδT induces an isomorphismδT ∗ :T (k)/R
∼−→ H 1(k,FT ).

Corollary 4.4. The collection of isomorphismsδT ∗ :T (k)/R
∼−→ H 1(k,FT ) is an isomor-

phism of functors( from k-tori to abelian groups).

Proof. Easy diagram chasing.�
Let nowk be as in 0.1. LetG be a connected lineark-group. In the case (gl) we alway

assume thatG has no factors of typeE8.
We say that a connectedk-groupG admits a special covering ifG is reductive and ther

is an exact sequence

1 → µ → G′ → G → 1
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with µ finite andG′ the product of a semisimple simply connected group and a quasi-t
torus.

Theorem 4.5 ([22], [12, Theorem 4.12]).Letk be as in0.1. LetG be a connected reductiv
k-group admitting a special covering. In the(gl) case, assume thatG contains no factor o
typeE8. Let

1 → µ → F → N → 1

be a flasque resolution ofµ (i.e.,F is a flasque torus andN is a quasi-trivial torus). Then
the Galois cohomology sequences induce an isomorphism of groupsG(k)/R � H 1(k,F ).

Corollary 4.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem4.5, suppose thatf :G1 → G2 is a
homomorphism ofk-groups admitting special coverings, and assume thatf extends to
a morphism of coverings

1 µ1

ϕ

G′
1

ψ

G1

f

1

1 µ2 G′
2 G2 1

whereϕ :µ1 → µ2 is an isomorphism. Then the induced homomorphismf∗ :G1(k)/R →
G2(k)/R is an isomorphism.

Proof (idea). We can choose flasque resolutions

1 → µi → Fi → Ni → 1 (i = 1,2)

so thatϕ extends to an isomorphism of resolutions

1 µ1

ϕ

F1

α

N1

β

1

1 µ2 F2 N2 1

(i.e.,ϕ, α andβ are isomorphisms). �
4.7. We can now state and prove our main result onR-equivalence on groups over a fie

k as in 0.1.
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Consider two functors from the categor

connected linear algebraick-groups to the category of abelian groups:G �→ G(k)/R and
G �→ H 1(k,FG) (the latter functor was introduced in 1.9). The collection of mapsδT ∗ of
Theorem 4.3 is an isomorphism of these functors on the category ofk-tori.
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Theorem 4.8. Assume thatk is as in0.1. In the(gl) case assume thatG has noE8-factors.
Then the isomorphism of functorsδT ∗ extends uniquely to an isomorphism of funct
θG :G(k)/R → H 1(k,FG).

Corollary 4.9. For k andG as in Theorem4.8, if the image ofGal(k̄/k) in Autπ1(G) is a
metacyclic group, thenG(k)/R = 1.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 1.10.�
Corollary 4.10. Let k andG be as in Theorem4.8, then

(i) there is a canonical isomorphismG(k)/R � H 1(k, SG);
(ii) the groupG(k)/R is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 4.8, Theorem 3.5, and Proposition 2.14.�
Remark 4.11. (i) It is clear that thesetG(k)/R is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG, but
it is not cleara priori that thegroup G(k)/R is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG, cf.
[15, p. 201].

(ii) Let k,G1,G2 be as in Theorem 4.8, and letf :G1 → G2 be a rational map
defined overk. In other words, we are given open subvarietiesUν ⊂ Gν (ν = 1,2)

and a regular mapf ′ :U1 → U2, all defined overk. The mapf ′ induces a map
f ′∗ :U1(k)/R → U2(k)/R. Let iν :Uν → Gν denote the inclusions, theniν∗ :Uν(k)/R →
Gν(k)/R are bijections, cf. [15, Proposition 11]. We identifyUν(k)/R with Gν(k)/R

usingiν∗ (ν = 1,2). Then we obtain a mapf∗ :G1(k)/R → G2(k)/R. On the other hand
in 2.13 we constructed the induced homomorphismf∗ :H 1(k, SG1) → H 1(k, SG2). By
Corollary 4.10(i) we have canonical isomorphismsGν(k)/R → H 1(k, SGν ) (ν = 1,2).
However in general the diagram

G1(k)/R
f∗

G2(k)/R

H 1(k, SG1)
f∗

H 1(k, SG2)

is not commutative! For example takeG1 = G2 = G, and letf be a left translation, i.e.
f (g) = ag (g ∈ G) for a fixed elementa ∈ G(k). Then f∗ :G(k)/R → G(k)/R may
take the identity element to another element, whilef∗ :H 1(k, SG) → H 1(k, SG) is an
isomorphism of abelian groups.

(iii) Corollary 4.9 and the similar corollaries below (Corollaries 5.11 and 7.8) gener
results of [12] (Corollary 4.11(iv), Corollary 4.14(iv), and Theorem 5.2(b)(i)) proved
semisimplegroups splitting over a metacyclic extension.

To prove Theorem 4.8 we need some lemmas.
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Lemma 4.12. Let k be as in0.1. Let G be a reductive group such thatGss is simply
connected. Then the mapG(k) → Gtor(k) induces an isomorphismG(k)/R → Gtor(k)/R.

Proof. We give two proofs.
(1) See Appendix by P. Gille, Theorem 1(b).
(2) (with the help of J.-L. Colliot-Thélène) (i) First assume thatG admits a specia

covering

1 → µ → G0 × N → G → 1,

whereG0 is a simply connected group andN is a quasi-trivial torus. SinceGss is simply
connected, we see thatµ ∩ G0 = 1. We have a commutative diagram with exact rows

1 µ G0 × N G 1

1 µt N Gtor 1

where µ → µt is an isomorphism. Hence by Corollary 4.6 we get an isomorph
G(k)/R → Gtor(k)/R.

(ii) Let now G be any reductivek-group such thatGss is simply connected. By [39
Lemme 1.10] there exist a natural numberm and a quasi-trivial torusT such thatGm × T

admits a special covering. Clearly(Gm × T )ss is simply connected. By (i),(
Gm × T

)
(k)/R → ((

Gm
)tor × T

)
(k)/R

is an isomorphism. Thus(G(k)/R)m → (Gtor(k)/R)m is an isomorphism, andG(k)/R →
Gtor(k)/R is an isomorphism. �
Lemma 4.13. Let k be a field of characteristic0 and let G be a connected reductiv
k-group such thatGss is simply connected. Then the mapt :G → Gtor induces an
isomorphismt∗ :H 1(k,FG) → H 1(k,FGtor).

Proof. By Lemma 3.7,π1(G) � π1(G
tor), and the lemma follows. �

4.14. We can now extend the isomorphismθG :G(k)/R → H 1(k,FG) from the
category ofk-tori to the category of reductivek-groupsG such thatGss is simply
connected. Namely, we must define an isomorphismθG :G(k)/R → H 1(k,FG) so that
the following diagram is commutative:

G(k)/R
θG

t∗

H 1(k,FG)

t∗

Gtor(k)/R
θGtor

H 1(k,FGtor)
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where t :G → Gtor is the canonical epimorphism. Here the left vertical arrow is
isomorphism by Lemma 4.12, and the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism
Lemma 4.13. ThusθG is defined.

The next step is to extendθG to all connected reductivek-groups. We use the method
z-extensions. We need a lemma.

Lemma 4.15. Let k be a field of characteristic0 and let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected lineark-groups. Assume thatG1(k)/R = 1 and that
H 1(K,G1) = 1 for any field extensionK/k. Thenβ∗ :G2(k)/R → G3(k)/R is a group
isomorphism.

Proof. The mapβ∗ is clearly a group homomorphism. We wish to prove thatβ∗ is
bijective.

Since H 1(K,G1) = 0 for any field extensionK/k, the epimorphismβ admits a
rational sections :U3 → U2, whereU3 is an open subset inG3 andU2 = β−1(U3). Let
β ′ :U2 → U3 be the map induced byβ , thenβ ′ ◦ s = idU3. As in the proof of Lemma 3.12
we define an isomorphism ofk-varieties

λ :U3 × G1 → U2, (g3, g1) �→ s(g3)g1

(we assume thatG1 ⊂ G2). Thenλ induces a bijectionU3(k)/R × G1(k)/R → U2(k)/R.
By assumptionG1(k)/R = 1. We see thats induces a bijections∗ :U3(k)/R → U2(k)/R.
Sinceβ ′ ◦ s = idU3, we haveβ ′∗ ◦ s∗ = id. We see thatβ ′∗ :U2(k)/R → U3(k)/R is a
bijection.

Consider the commutative diagrams

U2
i2

β ′

G2

β

U3
i3

G3

and

U2(k)/R
i2∗

β ′∗

G2(k)/R

β∗

U3(k)/R
i3∗

G3(k)/R

wherei2 andi3 are the inclusions. By [15, Proposition 11],i2∗ andi3∗ in the right diagram
are bijections. We have proved thatβ ′∗ is a bijection, henceβ∗ is a bijection. We conclud
thatβ∗ is a group isomorphism.�
Corollary 4.16. LetH

β−→ G be az-extension with kernelZ. Thenβ∗ :H(k)/R → G(k)/R

is an isomorphism of groups.

Corollary 4.17. Let G be a connectedk-group. Then the homomorphismr∗ :G(k)/R →
Gred(k)/R is an isomorphism.
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4.18. We can now extend the isomorphismθG :G(k)/R → H 1(k,FG) to all reductive

k-groups. The construction is similar to that of 3.17. We choose az-extensionH
β−→ G.

We must defineθG so that the following diagram is commutative:

H(k)/R
θH

β∗

H 1(k,FH )

β∗

G(k)/R
ξG

H 1(k,FG)

Here the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Corollary 4.16, and the right ve
arrow is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.15. As in 3.17, using Lemma 3.16, one can

check that ourθG does not depend on the choice of thez-extensionH
β−→ G and is

functorial inG.

4.19. We extendθG to all connectedk-groups. We denote byr :G → Gred the canonica
epimorphism. Using Corollary 4.17 and Lemma 3.18, we can constructθG for any
connectedk-groupG so that the following diagram is commutative:

G(k)/R
θG

r∗

H 1(k,FG)

r∗

Gred(k)/R
θ
Gred

H 1(k,FGred)

This isomorphismθG is functorial inG.
Theorem 4.8 is completely proved.

Remark 4.20. Theorem 4.8 also holds whenk is a non-archimedean local field
characteristic 0 or a totally imaginary number field. The assertion similar to Theore
was proved for such fields by Gille (in [21, III.2.7] for local fields and in [21, III.4.1(
for totally imaginary number fields).

4.21. We now show how one can derive the formula of Theorem 4.5 from the for
of Theorem 4.8.

Let k be a field of characteristic 0,G a reductivek-group admitting a special covering

1 → µ → G0 × N0
α−→ G → 1

whereG0 is a simply connected group andN0 is a quasi-trivial torus. We identifyG0
with Gsc. Let

1 → µ → F → N → 1 (4.1)
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be a flasque resolution ofµ, i.e., F is a flasque torus andN is a quasi-trivial torus. We
wish to construct a coflasque resolution ofπ1(G) of the form

0 → X∗(F ) → P → π1(G) → 0

where P is a permutation module. Then we may takeFG = F , henceH 1(k,FG) =
H 1(k,F ).

Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus. We obtain an exact sequence

1 → µ → T sc× N0 → T → 1

whereT sc× N0 = α−1(T ) andT sc is a maximal torus ofGsc. Going over to cocharacter
we obtain an exact sequence ofΓ -modules (cf. [21, Lemme A.3])

0→ X∗
(
T sc) ⊕ X∗(N0) → X∗(T ) → µ(−1) → 0.

We now factor outX∗(T sc) taking into account the definition ofπ1(G) (see 1.8). We obtain
an exact sequence

0 → X∗(N0) → π1(G) → µ(−1) → 0.

Going over to cocharacters in (4.1), we obtain

0→ X∗(F ) → X∗(N) → µ(−1) → 0.

Let P = π1(G) ×µ(−1) X∗(N) be the fibered product. We obtain exact sequences

0 → X∗(N0) → P → X∗(N) → 0, (4.2)

0 → X∗(F ) → P → π1(G) → 0. (4.3)

Sequence (4.2) splits becauseX∗(N0) andX∗(N) are permutation modules (cf. [29, Prop
sition 1.2]), henceP is a permutation module. Thus sequence (4.3) is a required cofla
resolution.

5. Weak approximation

In this section we computeAΣ(G) whereG is a field of type (gl) or (ll). But first we
consider weak approximation in a more general setting.
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5.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. LetΣ be a finite set of non-equivalent absolu
values onk, cf. [28, Chapter XII, §1]. Forv ∈ Σ let kv denote the completion ofk
with respect tov. Let G be a connected lineark-group. We setkΣ = ∏

v∈Σ kv , then
G(kΣ) = ∏

v∈Σ G(kv). Let G(k) denote the closure of the image ofG(k) under the
diagonal embeddingG(k) → G(kΣ). We say thatG has the weak approximation prope
with respect toΣ if G(k) is dense inG(kΣ), i.e.,G(k) = G(kΣ).

Proposition 5.2 (stated in [35, Proposition 1.3]).Let k, Σ, G be as in5.1. ThenG(k) is
an open subgroup ofG(kΣ).

Proof. Since char(k) = 0, G is ak-unirational variety, cf. [2, Theorem 18.2(ii)]. It follow
that there exists a smooth morphism ofk-varietiesλ :U → G, where U is an open
subvariety inPn

k for somen. We haveU(k) = U(kΣ). Sinceλ is a smooth morphism
the mapλv :U(kv) → G(kv) is open for eachv, cf. [23, Satz 1.1.1], hence the ma
λ :U(kΣ) → G(kΣ) is open. We see that the setλ(U(kΣ)) is open inG(kΣ).

We haveG(k) ⊃ λ(U(k)) ⊃ λ(U(k)) = λ(U(kΣ)). We see that the subgroupG(k)

of G(kΣ) contains the open setλ(U(kΣ)). It follows that the subgroupG(k) is open in
G(kΣ). �
Proposition 5.3 [35, Proposition 1.4].Let k, Σ , and G be as in 5.1. Assume tha
Gsc(k) = Gsc(kΣ). Then the closureG(k) of G(k) in G(kΣ) is a normal subgroup, an
the quotientAΣ(G) := G(kΣ)/G(k) is an abelian group.

Proof. We use an idea of [26, proof of Satz 6.1]. It suffices to prove thatG(k) contains the
commutator subgroup ofG(kΣ).

First we assume thatG is reductive. Consider the homomorphismρ :Gsc → G. By
[26, Hilfssatz 6.2] (see also [18, 2.0.3]) the commutator subgroup[G(kv),G(kv)] is
contained inρ(Gsc(kv)) for each v. It follows that [G(kΣ),G(kΣ)] is contained in
ρ(Gsc(kΣ)). ButGsc(kΣ) = Gsc(k) by assumption. Sinceρ(Gsc(k)) ⊂ G(k), we conclude
that[G(kΣ),G(kΣ)] ⊂ G(k), which was to be proved.

We now consider the case of generalG (not necessarily reductive). Consider t
canonical mapr :G → Gred. Let s :Gred → G be the splitting corresponding to a Lev
decompositionG � Gu

� Gred. ThenG(k) = Gu(k) · s(Gred(k)). Clearly we haveG(k) =
Gu(k) · s(Gred(k)). SinceGu is k-rational, Gu(k) = Gu(kΣ), henceG(k) = Gu(kΣ) ·
s(Gred(k)). Clearly r−1(Gred(k)) = Gu(kΣ) · s(Gred(k)), and thereforer−1(Gred(k)) =
G(k). Since[Gred(kΣ),Gred(kΣ)] ⊂ Gred(k), we conclude that[G(kΣ),G(kΣ)] ⊂ G(k),
which was to be proved.�

5.4. Let nowk be a field of one of types (ll) or (gl). LetΩ denote the associated set
discrete valuations ofk, see [12, §1]. LetΣ ⊂ Ω be a finite subset. LetG be a connecte
linear k-group. In the case (gl) assume thatG has noE8-factor. By [12, Theorem 4.7]
Gsc(k) is dense inGsc(kΣ). By Proposition 5.3,G(k) is a normal subgroup ofG(kΣ),
and the quotientAΣ(G) := G(kΣ)/G(k) is an abelian group (this was earlier proved
[12, Theorem 4.13(i)]).
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Lemma 5.5. Let k andΣ be as in5.4, and let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected lineark-groups. Assume thatH 1(k,G1) = 1,
H 1(kv,G1) = 1 for eachv ∈ Σ . Assume thatG1 has the weak approximation proper
with respect toΣ . Then the induced homomorphismβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. We use an idea of [36, proof of Lemma 3.8]. First we prove thatβ(G2(k)) = G3(k).
By Lemma 5.2,G2(k) is open inG2(kΣ). Since the homomorphismβ :G2 → G3 is
surjective, it is a smooth morphism, hence the mapβ :G2(kΣ) → G3(kΣ) is open (cf. [23,
Satz 1.1.1]), and therefore the groupβ(G2(k)) is open inG3(kΣ). But any open subgrou
of a topological group is closed, hence the groupβ(G2(k)) is closed inG3(kΣ). Since
H 1(k,G1) = 1, we haveβ(G2(k)) = G3(k), henceβ(G2(k)) ⊃ G3(k). Thusβ(G2(k)) is
a closed subgroup ofG3(kΣ) containingG3(k), and we see thatβ(G2(k)) = G3(k).

Next we prove thatβ−1(G3(k)) = G2(k). Letg2 ∈ G2(kΣ) be such thatβ(g2) ∈ G3(k).
Then there existsg′

2 ∈ G2(k) such thatβ(g′
2) = β(g2). We haveg2(g

′
2)

−1 ∈ G1(kΣ) (we
assume thatG1 ⊂ G2). By assumptionG1(kΣ) = G1(k), henceg2 ∈ G1(k) · G2(k) =
G2(k). Thusβ−1(G3(k)) = G2(k).

Consider the homomorphism of abelian groupsβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3). We prove that
β∗ is bijective. SinceH 1(kv,G1) = 1 for eachv ∈ Σ , we haveβ(G2(kΣ)) = G3(kΣ),
henceβ∗ is surjective. Sinceβ−1(G3(k)) = G2(k), the mapβ∗ is injective. Thusβ∗ is
bijective. �
Corollary 5.6. Let k andΣ be as in5.4, and let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected lineark-groups. IfG1 is a quasi-trivial torus or a
unipotent group, thenβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is an isomorphism. �
Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 5.5. We give another proof. We use the fac
β admits a rational section.

SinceH 1(K,G1) = 1 for any field extensionK/k, the mapβ admits a rational section
This means that there exist a Zariski open subsetU3 ⊂ G3 and a regular maps :U3 → U2,
whereU2 = β−1(U3), such thatβ|U2 ◦ s = idU3 (all defined overk).

Let g3 ∈ G3(k). SinceH 1(k,G1) = 1, there existsg2 ∈ G2(k) such thatg3 = β(g2).
Consider the open setg3U3 and define a mapg2∗s :g3U3 → g2U2 by

(g2∗s)(x) = g2s
(
g−1

3 x
)

(x ∈ g3U3).

Clearlyβ|g2U2 ◦ g2∗s = idg3U3, i.e.,g2∗s is a rational section ofβ .
We prove thatG3(k) ⊂ β(G2(k)). Let g3Σ ∈ G3(k) ⊂ G3(kΣ). Using the fact tha

G3(k) is Zariski dense inG3, one can show that there existsg3 ∈ G3(k) such that
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g3Σ ∈ (g3U3)(kΣ). We shall writeU3 instead ofg3U3 ands instead ofg2∗s. Setg2Σ =
s(g3Σ). Sinceg3Σ ∈ G3(k), we haveg3Σ ∈ U3(k), andg2Σ ∈ s(U3(k)) ⊂ G2(k). Thus
G3(k) ⊂ β(G2(k)).

Next, using the fact thatG1(kΣ) = G1(k) (becauseG1 is k-rational), we can prove tha
β−1(G3(k)) = G2(k). It follows that the mapβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is injective.

SinceH 1(kv,G1) = 1 for any v ∈ Σ , the mapβ :G2(kΣ) → G3(kΣ) is surjective,
henceβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is surjective. Thusβ∗ is bijective. �
Corollary 5.7. Letk, Σ andG be as in5.4. Then the canonical epimorphismr :G → Gred

induces an isomorphismr∗ :AΣ(G) → AΣ(Gred).

Proof. The corollary follows from Corollary 5.6. The second proof can be simplifie
this case, using the fact that a Levi decomposition gives a splittings :Gred → G of the
epimorphismr. �

5.8. Let k andΣ be as in 5.4. For the notationq1
Σ(k,T ), whereT is ak-torus, see 0.4

Clearly the functorT �→ q1
Σ(k,T ) satisfies conditions (1)–(3) of Introduction, so w

have functorsG �→ q1
Σ(k,FG) and X �→ q1

Σ(k,SX), as in Sections 1 and 2. We wis
to construct an isomorphism of functorsηG :AΣ(G)

∼−→ q1
Σ(k,FG).

We start from tori.

Proposition 5.9. Let k andΣ be as in5.4, and letT be ak-torus. Let0 → Q → P →
X∗(T ) → 0 be a coflasque resolution ofX∗(T ), and let1 → FT → N → T → 1 be the
corresponding flasque resolution ofT (i.e.,X∗(N) = P , X∗(FT ) = Q).

Then the epimorphismsT (k) → H 1(k,FT ) and T (kv) → H 1(kv,FT ) define a
canonical isomorphismηT :AΣ(T ) → q1

Σ(k,FT ). This isomorphism is functorial inT .

Proof. See [15, Proposition 18], [12, §3.3].�

We now pass to the case of any connected linear algebraick-groupG.

Theorem 5.10. Let k be a field of type(ll) or (gl). In the case(gl) we assume thatG
has no factor of typeE8. Let Σ ⊂ Ω be a finite set of places ofk. Then the isomorphism
of functors of Proposition5.9 can be uniquely extended to an isomorphism of func
ηG :AΣ(G) → q1

Σ(k,FG) from the category of connected lineark-groups to the categor
of abelian groups.

Corollary 5.11. For k, G, andΣ as in Theorem5.10, if the image ofGal(k̄/k) in Autπ1(G)

is a metacyclic group, thenAΣ(G) = 1.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 5.10 and Proposition 1.10.�
Corollary 5.12. Let k, G, andΣ be as in Theorem5.10, then:
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(i) [12, Theorem 4.13(i)]AΣ(G) is finite;
(ii) AΣ(G) � q1

Σ(k,SG);
(iii) the abelian groupAΣ(G) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

Proof. By [12, Theorem 3.2],H 1(kv,FG) is finite for anyv ∈ Ω , henceq1
Σ(k,FG) is

finite. Now the assertion (i) follows from Theorem 5.10. The assertion (ii) follows f
Theorems 5.10 and 3.5. The assertion (iii) follows from (ii) and Proposition 2.14. �
Corollary 5.13. Let k, G, andΣ be as in Theorem5.10. Let0→ L−1 → L0 → π1(G) →
0 be a torsion-free resolution ofπ1(G). LetT−1 andT0 be thek-tori such thatX∗(Ti) = Li ,
i = −1,0. ThenAΣ(G) � q0

Σ(k,T−1 → T0), where

q0
Σ(k,T−1 → T0) = coker

[
H

0(k, T−1 → T0) →
∏
v∈Σ

H
0(kv, T−1 → T0)

]
,

H
0 denoting the0-dimensional Galois hypercohomology.

Proof (idea). Note thatq0
Σ(k,T−1 → T0) does not depend on the resolution. We ta

a coflasque resolution 0→ Q → P → π1(G) → 0 and prove thatq0
Σ(k,FG → N) �

q1
Σ(k,FG), whereFG andN are thek-tori such thatX∗(FG) = Q, X∗(N) = P . �
We prove Theorem 5.10 in the rest of this section. We use the method of Kottwit

need two lemmas.

Lemma 5.14. Let G be as in Theorem5.10, and assume thatG is reductive and
Gss is simply connected. Then the canonical homomorphismt :G → Gtor induces an
isomorphismt∗ :AΣ(G) → AΣ(Gtor).

Proof. We give two proofs.
(1) By [12, Theorem 4.7],Gss(k) = Gss(kΣ). Sincek is of type (gl) or (ll), kv is of

type (sl) for anyv ∈ Ω (see [12, end of §1]), and by the results of [12, §1] we h
H 1(k,Gss) = 1 andH 1(kv,G

ss) = 1 for anyv. The lemma now follows from Lemma 5.
(2) Similar to the second proof of Lemma 4.12, but using [12, Theorem 4.13] inste

Corollary 4.6 [12, Theorem 4.12].�
Lemma 5.15. LetG be as in Lemma5.14, then the canonical homomorphismt :G → Gtor

induces an isomorphismt∗ :q1
Σ(k,FG) → q1

Σ(k,FGtor).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.8.�
5.16. We can now extend the isomorphism of functorsηG :AΣ(G) → q1

Σ(k,FG)

from the category ofk-tori to the category of reductivek-groupsG such thatGss is
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simply connected (and in the case (gl)G has noE8-factor). Namely, we must define a
isomorphismηG :AΣ(G) → q1(k,FG) so that the following diagram is commutative:

AΣ(G)
ηG

t∗

q1
Σ(k,FG)

t∗

AΣ(Gtor)
ηGtor

q1
Σ(k,FGtor)

By Proposition 5.9, Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15, all the other three arrows in the diagra
isomorphisms. The isomorphismηG is functorial inG.

5.17. We can now extendηG to the category of all connected reductivek-groupsG such

that in the case (gl)G has no factor of typeE8. Choose az-extensionH
β−→ G. We must

defineηG so that the following diagram is commutative:

AΣ(H)
ηH

β∗

q1
Σ(k,FH )

β∗

AΣ(G)
ηG q1

Σ(k,FG)

The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Corollary 5.6, the right vertical arrow i
isomorphism by Lemma 3.15, and the top horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by 5.1
ηG is thus defined. Using Lemma 3.16, one can easily check thatηG does not depend o

the choice of az-extensionH
β−→ G and is functorial inG.

5.18. We can now extendηG to the category of all connected linear algebraick-groups
G such that in the case (gl)Gred has no factor of typeE8. We must defineηG so that the
following diagram is commutative:

AΣ(G)
ηG

r∗

q1
Σ(k,FG)

r∗

AΣ

(
Gred

) η
Gred

q1
Σ(k,FGred)

The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Corollary 5.7, the right vertical arrow i
isomorphism by Lemma 3.18, and the bottom horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by
andηG is thus defined. The isomorphismηG is functorial inG.

Theorem 5.10 is completely proved.
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6. Galois cohomology

In this section for a connected linear algebraic groupG over a fieldk of one of types
(gl), (sl), (ll) we computeH 1(k,G) in terms ofπ1(G).

6.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. LetG be a connected lineark-group. Let

0 → L−1 → L0 → π1(G) → 0

be any (not necessarily coflasque) resolution ofπ1(G), whereL−1 and L0 are finitely
generated torsion-freeΓ -modules. LetT−1, T0 be the k-tori such thatX∗(T−1) =
L−1, X∗(T0) = L0. SetHn

ab(k,G) = H
n(k, T−1 → T0) (hypercohomology) forn � −1.

ThenHn
ab(k,G) does not depend on the choice of a resolution (see [6, 2.6.2]), and

functor ofG.
In the case whenG is a reductive group, there exist abelianization maps

abn :Hn(k,G) → Hn
ab(k,G) (n = 0,1)

constructed in [6, Section 3]. WhenG is any connected lineark-group, we consider th
canonical mapr :G → Gred and define abn as the composed maps

abn :Hn(k,G)
r∗−→ Hn

(
k,Gred) → Hn

ab(k,G) (n = 0,1).

We wish to prove that the map ab1 is bijective over certain fields. Since the m
r∗ :H 1(k,G) → H 1(k,Gred) is bijective (cf. [39, Lemme 1.13]), we may and shall assu
in the rest of this section thatG is reductive.

There is a canonical exact sequence

H 1(k,Gsc) → H 1(k,G)
ab1−−→ H 1

ab(k,G).

Moreover we can describe the fibers of the map ab1. Let ψ ∈ Z1(k,G), and letξ denote
the cohomology class of the cocycleψ . Then by [6, 3.17(ii)]

(
ab1)−1(ab1(ξ)

) � H 0
ab(k,G)\H 1(k,ψGsc) (6.1)

where the abelian groupH 0
ab(k,G) acts on the setH 1(k, ψGsc) and ψGsc denotes the

twisted form ofGsc defined byψ .

Proposition 6.2. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over a fieldk of
characteristic 0 such thatH 1(k, ψGsc) = 1 for any twisted formψGsc of Gsc. Then the
mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) is injective.

Proof. The proposition follows from (6.1). �
We wish to describe the image of the map ab1 in terms of the second non-abelian Gal

cohomology.
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6.3. A crossed module ofk-groups is a homomorphism ofk-groupsα :H → G together
with an action ofG on H satisfying certain conditions (see, e.g. [6, Definition 3.2.1])
[6, Section 3] Galois hypercohomologyHn(k,H → G) (n = 0,1) with coefficients in a
crossed module was defined (Breen [8] defined hypercohomology with coefficient
crossed module in a very general setting). A 1-cocycle(u,ψ) ∈ Z1(k,H → G) is a pair of
continuous mappings

u :Γ × Γ → H
(
k̄
)
, ψ :Γ → G

(
k̄
)
,

such that

ψστ = α(uσ,τ ) · ψσ · σ ψτ ,

uσ,τυ · ψσ σ uτ,υ = uστ,υ · uσ,τ

whereσ, τ,υ ∈ Γ . Two cocycles(u,ψ) and (u′,ψ ′) are called cohomologous, if the
exist a continuous mapa :Γ → H(k̄) and an elementg ∈ G(k̄) such that

ψ ′
σ = g−1 · α(aσ ) · ψσ · σ g,

u′
σ,τ = g−1(

aστ · uσ,τ · ψσ σ a−1
τ · a−1

σ

)
.

The first Galois hypercohomology set is denoted byH
1(k,H → G). The short exac

sequence

1 → (1 → G) → (H → G) → (H → 1) → 1

gives rise to an exact sequence

H 1(k,H) → H 1(k,G)
γ−→ H

1(k,H → G), (6.2)

cf. [6, 3.4.3(i)].

6.4. Construction

Let (u,ψ) ∈ Z1(k,H → G). We wish to construct a 2-cohomology class∆(u,ψ) with
coefficients in�H . For everyσ ∈ Γ we define aσ -semialgebraic automorphism of�H

fσ ∈ SAut �H, fσ (h) = ψσ σ h for h ∈ H

(see [5, 1.1] for the definition of semialgebraic automorphisms). Then

fστ = int(uσ,τ ) ◦ fσ ◦ fτ ,

uσ,τυ · fσ (uτ,υ) = uστ,υ · uσ,τ .
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Thus(u,f ) is a non-abelian 2-cocycle in the sense of [5, 1.5]. Let

κσ = fσ

(
modAut �H ) ∈ SOutG

(see [5, 1.2] for the notation). We obtain a homomorphismκ :Γ → SOut�H . Then(u,f ) ∈
Z2(k, �H,κ). Set∆(u,ψ) = Cl(u,f ) ∈ H 2(k, �H,κ), where Cl denotes the cohomolo
class.

Proposition 6.5. A hypercohomology classCl(u,ψ) ∈ H
1(k,H → G) comes from

H 1(k,G) if and only if∆(u,ψ) is a neutral element ofH 2(k, �H,κ).

Proof. If Cl(u,ψ) comes fromH 1(k,G), then there exista :Γ → H(k̄) andg ∈ G(k̄)

such that

g−1(
aστ · uσ,τ · ψσ σ a−1

τ · a−1
σ

) = 1.

Then

aστ · uσ,τ · fσ (aτ )
−1 · a−1

σ = 1,

hence∆(u,ψ) = Cl(u,f ) is neutral, cf. [5, 1.6, 1.5].
Conversely, if∆(u,ψ) = Cl(u,f ) is neutral, then there existsa :Γ → H(k̄) such that

aστ · uσ,τ · fσ (aτ )
−1 · a−1

σ = 1.

Then

aστ · uσ,τ · ψσ σ a−1
τ · a−1

σ = 1,

hence Cl(u,ψ) comes fromH 1(k,G). �
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over a fieldk of
characteristic0. Assume that for anyk-kernel of the formL = (�Gsc, κ) all the elements o
H 2(k,L) are neutral. Then the mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) is surjective.

Proof. First we describe the construction of the map ab1 in [6, Section 3]. We assum
that G is reductive. Consider the mapρ :Gsc → G. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus. Se
T sc= ρ−1(T ) ⊂ Gsc. ThenH 1

ab(k,G) = H
1(k, T sc→ T ). The embedding

λ :
(
T sc→ T

) → (
Gsc→ G

)
is a quasi-isomorphism of crossed modules, hence

λ∗ :H1(k,T sc→ T
) → H

1(k,Gsc→ G
)
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is a bijection, cf. [6, Theorem 3.5.3]. We have a canonical map of (6.2)γ :H 1(k,G) →
H

1(k,Gsc→ G). By definition

ab1 = λ−1∗ ◦ γ :H 1(k,G) → H 1
ab(k,G).

It suffices to prove thatγ is surjective. But this follows from Proposition 6.5, becau
by assumption all the elements ofH 2(k, �Gsc, κ) are neutral for anyκ . �
Theorem 6.7. Let k be a field of one of types(gl), (sl), (ll) and letG be a connected linea
k-group. In the case(gl) assume thatG has no factors of typeE8. Then the abelianizatio
mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) is bijective.

Proof. By [12, §1] we haveH 1(k, ψGsc) = 1 for any twisted formψGsc of Gsc, and by
[12, Remark after Proposition 5.3] all the elements ofH 2(k, �Gsc, κ) are neutral for anyκ .
The theorem now follows from Propositions 6.2 and 6.6.�
Remark 6.8. (i) In the case whenk is a non-archimedean local field, Theorem 6.7 w
proved in [6, Corollary 5.4.1]. The surjectivity of ab1 was proved by a different metho
This result is essentially due to Kottwitz [27,Proposition 6.4]. Note that the method of t
present paper also works. The assertion that all the elements ofH 2(k,L) are neutral when
L = (�G,κ) with �G semisimple simply connected, was proved in [19, Theorem 1.1]
also [5, Corollary 5.6].

(ii) Theorem 6.7 also holds whenk is a totally imaginary number field. The injectivi
of ab1 follows from the Hasse principle for simply connectedk-groups (Kneser–Harder
Chernousov). The surjectivity holds for any number fieldk, see Theorem 8.14 below.

7. Hasse principle

In this section we consider the case wherek is a field of type (ll). For a connected line
algebraick-groupG one can define the Tate–Shafarevich kernel

x1(k,G) = ker

[
H 1(k,G) →

∏
v∈Ω

H 1(kv,G)

]

which is a finite set [12, Theorem 5.1]. HereΩ is the associated set of places, see [12,
We computex1(k,G) in terms ofπ1(G) and in terms ofSG, and prove that the cardinalit
of x1(k,G) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

We definex1
ab(k,G) = ker[H 1

ab(k,G) → ∏
v∈Ω H 1

ab(kv,G)].

Theorem 7.1. Let k be a field of type(ll) , and G a connected lineark-group. Then
the abelianization mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) induces a bijectionx1(k,G) ∼−→
x1 (k,G).
ab
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Proof. Sincek is of type (ll), kv is of type (sl) for anyv ∈ Ω . By Theorem 6.7, in the
commutative diagram

H 1(k,G) H 1
ab(k,G)

∏
v∈Ω H 1(kv,G)

∏
v∈Ω H 1

ab(kv,G)

both horizontal arrows are bijections, and our theorem follows.�
7.2. We now take acoflasqueresolution

0 → Q → P → π1(G) → 0

whereP is a permutation module andQ is a coflasque module. LetF andN be thek-tori
such thatX∗(F ) = Q, X∗(N) = P . The exact sequence of complexes of tori

1 → (1→ N) → (F → N) → (F → 1) → 1

induces an exact sequence

0 = H 1(k,N) → H
1(k,F → N)

∆−→ H 2(k,F ) → H 2(k,N). (7.1)

Clearly we haveH1(k,F → N) = H 1
ab(k,G).

Lemma 7.3. For any quasi-trivial torus N ′ over a field k of type (ll) we have
x2(k,N ′) = 0.

Proof. The lemma follows from [12, Theorem 1.6] (proved in [14, Corollary 1.10])
Shapiro’s lemma. �
Proposition 7.4. The map∆ :H 1

ab(k,G) → H 2(k,F ) of (7.1) induces an isomorphism
x1

ab(k,G) → x2(k,F ).

Proof. We have a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 H 1
ab(k,G)

∆
H 2(k,F ) H 2(k,N)

0
∏

v H 1
ab(k,G)

∏
v H 2(k,F )

∏
v H 2(k,N)

By Lemma 7.3,x2(k,N) = 0. Now the proposition can be proved by easy diag
chasing. �
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7.5. Over a fieldk of type (ll) the functorT �→ x2(k, T ) on the category ofk-to-
ri satisfies the properties (1)–(3) of Introduction (by Lemma 7.3), so we have fun
G �→ x2(k,FG) andX �→ x2(k, SX) as in Sections 1 and 2.

Theorem 7.6. LetG be a connected linear algebraic group over a fieldk of type(ll) . Then

(i) there exist canonical isomorphismsx1
ab(k,G) � x2(k,FG) � x2(k, SG) and a

canonical bijectionx1(k,G) � x2(k, SG);
(ii) the groupx1

ab(k,G) and the setx1(k,G) are stablyk-birational invariants of a
connected lineark-groupG.

Proof. (i) In 7.2 we may writeFG instead ofF , then by Proposition 7.4 we have
canonical isomorphismx1

ab(k,G) � x2(k,FG). By Theorem 3.5 there exists a canoni
isomorphismx2(k,FG) � x2(k, SG). From these isomorphisms and the bijection
Theorem 7.1 we obtain a canonical bijectionx1(k,G) � x2(k, SG).

(ii) The assertion followsfrom (i) and Proposition 2.14.�
Corollary 7.7. If G is a stablyk-rational group, thenx1(k,G) = 1.

Corollary 7.8. If the image ofGal(k̄/k) in Autπ1(G) is metacyclic, thenx1(k,G) = 1.

Theorem 7.9. Let k be a field of type(ll) , G a connected lineark-group. If there exists a
k-varietyX such thatG × X is k-rational, thenx1(k,G) = 1.

Proof. Assume thatG × X is k-rational. We argue as in [12, proof of Theorem 5.
By [17, Proposition 2.A.1, p. 461] there exists aΓ -moduleM such that PicV G ⊕ M

is a permutation module. LetT be the torus such thatX∗(T ) = M, then we obtain tha
SG ×T is a quasi-trivial torus. By Lemma 7.3 we havex2(k, SG)×x2(k, T ) = 0, whence
x2(k, SG) = 0. By Theorem 7.6(i),x1(k,G) = 1. �
Remark 7.10. (i) Theorem 7.9 generalizes [12, Theorem 5.2(b)(ii)].

(ii) Corollary 7.7 proves a conjecture of [12, Remark (i) after Theorem 5.2].
(iii) The canonical bijectionx1(k,G) → x1

ab(k,G) of Theorem 7.1 defines a canonic
and functorial structure of an abelian group onx1(k,G), and this abelian group is a stab
k-birational invariant ofG.

(iv) The results of this section also hold whenk is a totally imaginary number field.

8. Case of a number field

All the results of Sections 4–7 hold whenk is a totally imaginary number field. In th
section we suppose thatk is anynumber field, not necessarily totally imaginary. We pro
analogues of the results of Sections 4, 5, 7.

We start fromR-equivalence.
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Proposition 8.1. Let G be a semisimple simply connected group over a number fiek.
Assume thatG has no anisotropic factors of typeE6. ThenG(k)/R = 1.

Proof. First assume thatG is isotropic. LetS be a maximal split torus ofG, and
ZG(S) the centralizer ofS in G. ThenZG(S) is connected reductive, andZG(S)ss is a
k-anisotropic simply connected semisimplegroup. By Appendix by P. Gille (Corollary
the mapZG(S)ss(k)/R → G(k)/R is surjective. This reduces the proposition to the c
of an anisotropic group.

The anisotropic groups were treated, case by case, by many people, see [10] a
Chapter 9]. A difficult case of3,6D4 was treated in [10]. �
Proposition 8.2. Let G be a connected reductive group over a number fieldk without
anisotropic factors of typeE6. Assume thatG admits a special covering

1 → µ → G0 × N0 → G → 1

whereG0 is simply connected andN0 is a quasi-trivial torus. Let

1 → µ → F → N → 1

be a flasque resolution ofµ. Then Galois cohomology exact sequences induce
isomorphism of groupsG(k)/R � H 1(k,F ).

Proof. By [21, Theorem III.3.1] Galois cohomology exact sequences induce an
sequence

G0(k)/R × N0(k)/R → G(k)/R → H 1(k,F ) → 1.

We haveN0(k)/R = 1 becauseN0 is k-rational, andG0(k)/R = 1 by Proposition 8.1
Thus we obtain an isomorphismG(k)/R � H 1(k,F ). �
Lemma 8.3. Let G be a connected reductive group over a number fieldk without
anisotropic factors of typeE6. Assume thatGss is simply connected. Then the canoni
mapt :G → Gtor induces an isomorphismt∗ :G(k)/R → Gtor(k)/R.

Proof. We outline two proofs.
(1) The lemma follows from Theorem 1(a) of the Appendix by P. Gille, and Prop

tion 8.1.
(2) Similar to the second proof of Lemma 4.12. Instead of Corollary 4.6 of Theorem

we use Proposition 8.2.�
Theorem 8.4. Let k be a number field, and consider the category of conne
linear k-groups G such that G has no anisotropic factors of typeE6. Then the
isomorphism of functorsδT ∗ of Theorem4.3 extends uniquely to an isomorphism
functorsθG :G(k)/R → H 1(k,FG).
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Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 4.8.�
Corollary 8.5. Let k andG be as in Theorem8.4. Then

(i) there is a canonical isomorphismG(k)/R � H 1(k, SG);
(ii) the groupG(k)/R is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG.

8.6. We pass to weak approximation over a number fieldk. LetΩ be the set of all place
of k. We writeΩ∞ (respectivelyΩf ) for the set of all infinite (respectively finite) place
of k.

Lemma 8.7 (stated in [39, Proposition 3.3]).LetG be a connected linear algebraic grou
over a number fieldk. LetΣ be a finite set of places ofk. Then the canonical epimorphis
r :G → Gred induces an isomorphismr∗ :AΣ(G) → AΣ(Gred).

Proof. Similar to that of Corollary 5.7, second proof.�
Lemma 8.8. Let G and k be as in Lemma8.7, and letΣ ′ ⊃ Σ , whereΣ ′ − Σ ⊂ Ω∞.
Then the projectionG(kΣ ′) → G(kΣ) induces an isomorphismAΣ ′(G) → AΣ(G).

Proof. The lemma follows from results of Sansuc [39]. Indeed, by Lemma 8.7 we
assume thatG is reductive. By [39, Lemme 1.10] we may assume thatG admits a specia
covering

1 → µ → G0 × N0 → G → 1

whereG0 is a simply connected group andN0 is a quasi-trivial torus. By [39, (3.3.1)] ther
is a canonical and functorial inΣ isomorphismAΣ(G) → q1

Σ(k,µ). By [39, formula after
Lemma 1.5], the canonical mapq1

Σ ′(k,µ) → q1
Σ(k,µ) is an isomorphism. Hence the m

AΣ ′(G) → AΣ(G) is an isomorphism. �
Lemma 8.9. Let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected linear algebraic groups over a number fieldk. Assume
that H 1(kv,G1) = 1 for all v ∈ Ωf and thatx1(k,G1) = 1. Let Σ ⊂ Ω be a finite set
Assume thatAΣ(G1) = 1. Then the mapβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We prove thatβ∗ is surjective. By Lemma 8.8 we may assume thatΣ ⊂ Ωf . Then
H 1(kv,G1) = 1 for all v ∈ Σ , hence the mapβ :G2(kΣ) → G3(kΣ) is surjective, thusβ∗
is surjective.

We prove thatβ∗ is injective. We use an idea of [36, proof of Lemma 3.8].
Lemma 8.8 we may assume thatΣ ⊃ Ω∞.
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First we prove thatβ(G2(kΣ)) ∩ G3(k) ⊂ β(G2(k)). Let g2Σ ∈ G2(kΣ) and assume
that β(g2Σ) ∈ G3(k). By Lemma 5.2 the subgroupG2(k) is open inG2(kΣ), and the
mapβ :G2(kΣ) → G3(kΣ) is open, hence the groupU3 := β(G2(k)) is open inG3(kΣ).
The open setβ(g2Σ)U3 is an open neighborhood ofβ(g2Σ). Sinceβ(g2Σ) ∈ G3(k),
there existsg3k ∈ β(g2Σ)U3 ∩ G3(k). Theng3k = β(g2Σ)β(ḡ2), whereḡ2 ∈ G2(k). Thus
g3k = β(g2Σḡ2) whereg2Σḡ2 ∈ G2(kΣ). SinceΣ ⊃ Ω∞, we see thatg3k lifts to G2(kv)

for everyv ∈ Ω∞, and by assumptionsg3k lifts to G2(k). Thusg3k = β(g2k) for some
g2k ∈ G2(k). We obtain thatβ(g2Σ) = β(g2kḡ

−1
2 ) whereg2kḡ

−1
2 ∈ G2(k)G2(k) = G2(k).

Thusβ(g2Σ) ∈ β(G2(k)), which was to be proved.
Then we prove thatβ−1(G3(k)) ⊂ G2(k). The proof is similar to the argument

the proof of Lemma 5.5 (we use the assumption thatAΣ(G1) = 1). From the inclusion
β−1(G3(k)) ⊂ G2(k) it follows immediately that the mapβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is
injective. Thusβ∗ is bijective. �
Corollary 8.10. Let

1→ G1 → G2
β−→ G3 → 1

be an exact sequence of connected linear algebraic groups over a number fieldk. Let
Σ ⊂ Ω be a finite set. Assume thatG1 is a quasi-trivialk-torus or a unipotent group. The
the mapβ∗ :AΣ(G2) → AΣ(G3) is an isomorphism.

Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 8.9. For another proof see Corollary 5.6, se
proof. �
Theorem 8.11. Letk be a number field,Σ ⊂ Ω a finite set of places. Then the isomorphi
of functorsηT :AΣ(T ) → q1

Σ(k,FT ) of Proposition5.9 can be uniquely extended to a
isomorphism of functorsηG :AΣ(G) → q1

Σ(k,FG) from the category of connected line
k-groups to the category of abelian groups.

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 5.10. We use Lemma 8.9, Corollary 8.10,
Lemma 8.7. �
Corollary 8.12. Let k, Σ , andG be as in Theorem8.11. Then:

(i) AΣ(G) � q1
Σ(k,SG);

(ii) [37, Theorem 2.1(3)]the abelian groupAΣ(G) is a stablyk-birational invariant ofG;
(iii) AΣ(G) � q0

Σ(k,T−1 → T0) with the notation of Corollary5.13.

Remark 8.13. In the proof of Theorem 8.11 we actually proved thatAΣ(G) = AΣ(T ),
where T = H tor and H is a z-extension ofGred. This result was earlier proved
[36, Lemma 3.8].

Now we pass to Galois cohomology and Hasse principle.
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Theorem 8.14. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over a number fieldk. Then
the mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) is surjective.

Proof. By [39, Lemme 1.13] the mapr∗ :H 1(k,G) → H 1(k,Gred) is bijective, hence we
may assume thatG is reductive. In this case the assertion was proved in [6, Theorem
We give here another proof (assuming thatG is reductive). By Douai’s theorem
[20, Theorem 5.1], see also [5, Corollary 5.6], for anyk-kernel of the typeL = (�Gsc, κ),
all the elements ofH 2(k,L) are neutral. By Proposition 6.6 the map ab1 is surjective. �

Note that over a number field the map ab1 can be non-injective.
We definex1

ab(k,G) as in Section 7.

Theorem 8.15 [6, Theorem 5.13].Let G be a connected linear algebraic grou
over a number fieldk. Then the mapab1 :H 1(k,G) → H 1

ab(k,G) induces a bijection
x1(k,G) → x1

ab(k,G).

Whenk is a number field, we havex2(k,N) = 0 for any quasi-trivialk-torusN . Hence
the functorH(T ) = x2(k, T ) satisfies conditions (1)–(3) of Introduction. It follows th
we can define functorsx2(k,FG) andx2(k, SX) as in Sections 1 and 2.

Theorem 8.16. LetG be a connected linear algebraic group over a number fieldk. Then

(i) there exist canonical isomorphismsx1
ab(k,G) � x2(k,FG) � x2(k, SG) and a

canonical bijectionx1(k,G) � x2(k, SG);
(ii) the groupx1

ab(k,G) and the setx1(k,G) are stablyk-birational invariants of a
connected lineark-groupG.

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 7.6.�
Remark 8.17. (i) The setx1(k,G) over a number fieldk was computed in terms ofπ1(G)

in [27, 4.2].
(ii) Sansuc [39, (9.5.1)] proved by a different method that there exists a bije

x1(k,G) � x2(k, SG), and he deduced that the setx1(k,G) is a stablyk-birational
invariant ofG.

Corollary 8.18. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over a number fieldk. If
the image ofGal(k̄/k) in Autπ1(G) is metacyclic, thenG(k)/R = 1, AΣ(G) = 1 for any
finiteΣ , andx1(k,G) = 1.

Proof. We use Proposition 1.10. �
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Appendix4

In the papers [21,22] we passed from semisimple groups to reductive groups
Sansuc’s special isogenies. Some results can be formulated and proved in the settin
paper, which roughly speaking replaces isogenies by morphismsG → T from reductive
groups to tori and usesz-extensions. We give here other formulations of Theorem III
of [21], Theorem 6 of [22] and Theorem 4.12 of [12] onR-equivalence.

Let k be a field. LetF be a covariant functor from commutativek-algebras to sets. Le
O denote the semilocal ring of the polynomial algebrak[t] at the pointst = 0 andt = 1.
Let us say that two elementsa, b ∈ F(k) are elementarily related if there existsξ ∈ F(O)

such thatξ(0) = a andξ(1) = b. By definition,R-equivalence onF(k) is the equivalence
relation generated by the previous elementary relation. Thus two elementsa, b ∈ F(k) are
R-equivalent if and only if there exists a finite set of elementsx0, . . . , xn+1 ∈ F(k), with
x0 = a andxn+1 = b, such thatxi is elementarily related toxi+1 for 0 � i � n. We let
F(k)/R denote the quotient set for this equivalence relation. For any fieldK containingk,
we define a similar equivalence relation onF(K) by using the semilocal ring ofK[t] at
the pointst = 0 andt = 1. There is a natural, functorial mapF(k)/R → F(K)/R. If F

goes from commutativek-algebras to groups, the class ofR-equivalence ofe, denoted by
RF(k), is a normal subgroup ofF(k), andF(k)/R = F(k)/RF(k); any element ofRF(k)

is elementarily related to 1 (cf. [21, Lemme II.1.1]). IfF = FX is the functor associated t
a k-varietyX, namelyFX(A) = X(A), we get theR-equivalence onX(k), as defined by
Manin.

Lemma 1 (see [21, Proposition II.1.3]).Let 1 → G̃
i−→ G

λ−→ T → 1 be an exact sequenc
of reductivek-groups whereT/k is a k-torus. We denote byCλ the functor A �→
λ(G(A)) ⊂ T (A) from commutativek-algebras to groups. Thenλ(RG(k)) = RCλ(k) and
we have a natural exact sequence of groups

G̃(k)/R → G(k)/R → Cλ(k)/R → 1.

Proof. We have to prove thatRCλ(k) ⊂ λ(RG(k)). Let c ∈ RCλ(k). Then there exist
c ∈ Cλ(O) such thatc(0) = 1 andc(1) = c. By definition, there existsg ∈ G(O) such

4 By Philippe Gille.
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that λ(g) = c. The sequence of groups̃G(k)
i−→ G(k) → T (k) is exact; so there exist

g̃0 ∈ G̃(k) such thati(g̃0) = g(0). We setg′ := gi(g̃0)
−1 ∈ G(O). Theng′(0) = 1, so

g′(1) ∈ RG(k) andλ(g′(1)) = λ(g)(1) = c(1) = c andc ∈ λ(RG(k)). �
Theorem 1. Let k be a field of one of the following types:

(i) k is a number field,
(ii) char(k) = 0 andcd(k) � 2.

Let 1 → G̃ → G
λ−→ T → 1 be an exact sequence of reductivek-groups wherẽG/k is

semisimple and simply connected andT/k is ak-torus. In case(ii) , we assume that Serre
ConjectureII holds forG̃/k, i.e.,H 1(k, G̃) = 1.

(a) There is a natural exact sequence of groups

G̃(k)/R −→ G(k)/R −→ T (k)/R → 1.

(b) If moreoverk is a field as in0.1 andG̃ has noE8-factor in the case(gl), then there is
a natural isomorphismG(k)/R

∼−→ T (k)/R.

We recall (cf. [44, §10]) that a torusS/R over the field of real numbers is isomorphic
a productS = Gr

m ×RC/R(Gm)s ×R1
C/R(Gm)t , soS(R) = (R×)r × (C×)s × (S1)t and we

denote byS(R)+ := (R×+)r × (C×)s × (S1)t the connected component ofS(R). If S/k is
a torus defined over a number fieldk, we denote byS(k)+ the preimage of

∏
v realS(kv)+

by the diagonal mapS(k) → ∏
v realS(kv), where the product is taken over the real pla

of k.

Lemma 2. Assume thatk is a number field. Let1 → S → E
f−→ T → 1 be a flasque

resolution ofT (whereS is a flasque torus andE is a quasi-trivial torus).

(a) The groupRT (k) is dense in
∏

v realT (kv) and we haveT (k) = T (k)+.RT (k) and
T (k)+ ∩ RT (k) = f (E(k)+).

(b) The groupRG(k) is dense in
∏

v realG(kv).
(c) T (kv)+ ⊂ Cλ(kv) ⊂ T (kv) for any real placev of k.
(d) T (k)+ ⊂ Im(G(k)

λ−→ T (k)).

Proof. (a) As R-equivalence is the trivial relation overR (cf. [21, §III.2.c, p. 218]) we
have the following commutative diagram

S(k) E(k)
fk

T (k) H 1(k, S)

∏
v realS(kv)

∏
v realE(kv)

∏
v realT (kv) 1.
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The groupE(k) is dense in
∏

v realE(kv), so the groupRT (k) is dense in
∏

v realT (kv).
For any real placev of k, the mapE(kv)+ → T (kv)+ is surjective, and a diagram
chase givesf (E(k)).T (k)+ = T (k), so RT (k).T (k)+ = T (k). We have to prove tha
RT (k)∩T (k)+ ⊂ f (E(k)+). Let t ∈ RT (k)∩T (k)+. Then there existse ∈ E(k) such that
f (e) = t . There existsev ∈ E(kv)+ such thatf (ev) = t ∈ T (kv) andsv := ee−1

v ∈ S(kv).
The weak approximation holds forS at the real places [39, Lemme 1.8, p. 19], so th
existss ∈ S(k) such thatss−1

v ∈ S(kv)+. Thenf (es−1) = t andes−1 ∈ E(k)+.
(b) We have to show that any element(gv) ∈ ∏

v realG(kv) can be approximated b
elements ofRG(k). AsRG(k) is a Zariski-dense subgroup ofG, we can assume that som
gv is semisimple regular. LetU be an open neighborhood of(gv). The groupG/k satisfies
weak approximation at real places [39, Corollaire 3.5.c, p. 26] so there existsg ∈ G(k) such
thatg ∈ U and we may assume thatg is semisimple regular. We consider the maximal to
ZG(g) of G. By the statement (a), the groupRZG(g)(k) is dense in the closed subgro∏

v realZG(g)(kv) of
∏

v realG(kv), soU ∩RZG(g)(k) �= ∅ anda fortiori U ∩RG(k) �= ∅.
(c) We consider the exact sequence of pointed sets

G(kv)
λkv

T (kv)
δv

H 1
(
kv, G̃

)
.

The boundary mapδv :T (kv) → H 1(kv, G̃) is continuous for the real topology, an
H 1(kv, G̃) is finite, soδv is trivial onT (kv)+ andT (kv)+ ⊂ λ(G(kv)) = Cλ(kv).

(d) We use now the Hasse principle (Kneser–Harder–Chernousov) for the s
connected group̃G and we consider the following exact commutative diagram of poi
sets

G(k)
λk

T (k)
δ

H 1
(
k, G̃

)
�∏

v realG(kv)
∏

v realT (kv)
δv ∏

v realH
1
(
kv, G̃

)
.

By assertion (c), the mapsδv ’s are trivial onT (kv)+ and a diagram chase shows thatδ is
trivial on T (k)+, i.e.,T (k)+ ⊂ Im(G(k)

λ−→ T (k)). �
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) First step: G̃ is quasi-split. Then G̃ contains a quasi-trivia
maximal k-torus E. We consider the maximalk-torus ZG(E) of G, and we have the
following exact sequence ofk-tori

1 → E → ZG(E) → T → 1.

By Hilbert 90 Theorem we haveH 1(k,E) = 0, so the mapZG(E)(k) → T (k) is surjective
anda fortiori the mapG(k) → T (k) is surjective. Moreover, sinceE is quasi-trivial, by
Lemma 4.15 of this paper we have an isomorphism

ZG(E)(k)/R ∼−→ T (k)/R.
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But according to Proposition 14(i) of [15] on quasi-split groups, we haveZG(E)(k)/R
∼−→

G(k)/R, and we conclude that the mapG(k)/R → T (k)/R is an isomorphism.
Second step: the general case. We do first the case of number fields (i) and shall exp

after, how the proof works also for fields of kind (ii). LetRG(k) denote theR-equivalence
class of 1 inG(k). We denote byCλ(k) ⊂ T (k) (respectivelyRCλ(k) ⊂ T (k) ) the image
by λ of G(k) (respectivelyRG(k)). Let 1→ S → E → T → 1 be a flasque resolution o
T (whereS is a flasque torus andE is a quasi-trivial torus) and let us consider the m
f :E(k) → T (k). We begin with the following

Lemma 3. f (E(k)+) ⊂ Im(RG(k)
λ∗−−→ RT (k)).

Proof. The torusE is quasi-trivial, hence we haveE = ∏
i=1,...,r Rki/k(Gm) = ∏

i Ei

where theki/k’s are finite field extensions. We denote byhi :Ei → E the morphism
defined byhi(ei) = (1, . . . ,1, ei,1, . . . ,1). As E(k)+ = ∏

i Ei(k)+, it is enough to prove

thatf (hi(Ei(k)+)) ⊂ Im(RG(k)
λ∗−−→ RT (k)) for i = 1, . . . , r. We firstly recall the norm

principle, i.e., Theorem 3.9 of [32], applied to the extension 1→ G̃ → G λ−→ T → 1. It
states that for any finite field extensionL/k the norm mapNL/k :T (L) → T (k) preserves
the image byλ of RG(L), i.e.,NL/k(λ(RG(L))) ⊂ λ(RG(k)) ⊂ T (k). In other words, we
have

NL/k

(
RCλ(L)

) ⊂ RCλ(k) ⊂ T (k). (∗)

(1) ki = k andEi = Gm. Let L/k be a finite field extension such thatGL is quasi-split,
i.e.,L satisfiesX(L) �= ∅, whereX denotes the variety of the Borel subgroups ofG. By the
first step, we haveλ(RG(L)) = RT (L) = f (E(L)), soRCλ(L) = RT (L) = f (E(L)). By
the norm principle, we get

NL/k

(
f

(
E(L)

)) ⊂ RCλ(k) ⊂ RT (k).

The restriction to the factorEi yields

f
(
hi

(
NL/k

(
L×))) = NL/k

(
f

(
hi

(
Ei(L)

))) ⊂ RCλ(k).

By taking all the finite extensionsL such thatX(L) �= ∅, we get

f
(
hi

(
NX(k)

)) ⊂ RCλ(k) ⊂ RT (k),

whereNX(k) denotes the normgroup ofX, i.e., the subgroup ofk× generated by the
NL/k(L

×) for L/k finite satisfyingX(L) �= ∅. We use now the Hasse principle of Kat
Saito [25, Theorem 4] for the normgroup ofX

k×/NX(k)
∼−→

⊕
k×
v /NX(kv),
v∈Ω
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whereΩ denotes the set of places ofk. For a finite placev of k, one hasNX(kv) = k×
v

[21, Lemme III.2.8], sok×+ ⊂ NX(k). We conclude that

f
(
hi

(
k×+

)) ⊂ RCλ(k).

(2) Ei = Rki/kGm. There exists an étale algebraAi/ki such thatEi ⊗k ki = Gm,ki ×
RAi/ki Gm. We consider the following commutative diagram of corestrictions

Ei(ki) = k×
i × A×

i

fki
◦hi

Nki/k

T (ki)

Nki /k

Ei(k) = k×
i

fk◦hi

T (ki).

The first case applied toki andGm,ki gives

fki

(
hi

(
k×
i,+ × 1

)) ⊂ RCλ(ki).

The norm principle (i.e., identity(∗) above) applied to the extensionki/k yields

Nki/k

(
RCλ(ki)

) ⊂ RCλ(k),

so

Nki/k

(
(fki ◦ hi)

(
k×
i,+ × 1

)) ⊂ RCλ(k).

But the normNki/k :Ei(ki) → Ei(k) induces the identity on the first factork×
i , so

(fki ◦ hi)
(
Ei(k)+

) ⊂ RCλ(k),

which completes the proof of the lemma.
By Lemma 1, we have an exact sequence

G̃(k)/R −→ G(k)/R −→ Cλ(k)/RCλ(k) → 1.

So it remains to prove that the mapCλ(k)/RCλ(k) → T (k)/R is an isomorphism.
Surjectivity: We have to check thatT (k) = RT (k).Cλ(k). According to Lemma 2(d)

one hasT (k)+ ⊂ Cλ(k), so

RT (k).T (k)+ ⊂ RT (k).Cλ(k).

By Lemma 2(a), we haveRT (k).T (k)+ = T (k), soT (k) = RT (k).Cλ(k).
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Injectivity: We have to check thatRCλ(k) = Cλ(k) ∩ RT (k). The inclusionRCλ(k) ⊂
Cλ(k) ∩ RT (k) is obvious, let us show the converse by takingt ∈ Cλ(k) ∩ RT (k). By
Lemma 2(c), we have the inclusions∏

v real

T (kv)+ ⊂
∏

v real

Cλ(kv) ⊂
∏
v real

T (kv),

and the group
∏

v realT (kv)+ is open in
∏

v realCλ(kv). By Lemma 2(b), the grou
RCλ(k) is a dense subgroup of

∏
v realCλ(kv), so there existst0 ∈ RCλ(k) such that

t t−1
0 ∈ T (k)+ = T (k) ∩ ⋂

v realT (kv)+. By Lemmas 2(a) and 3, one has

RT (k) ∩ T (k)+ = f
(
E(k)+

) ⊂ RCλ(k),

so tt−1
0 ∈ RCλ(k) and finallyt = (tt−1

0 )t0 ∈ RCλ(k). We conclude thatCλ(k) ∩ RT (k) =
RCλ(k) as desired.

The case of a field of type (ii) is much simpler and one replaces the Hasse princ
Kato–Saito by the fact thatNX(k) = k× [22, Theorem 6.a]. In that case, Lemma 3 yie
RT (k) = RCλ(k). Moreover, the assumption on the vanishing ofH 1(k, G̃) implies that the
mapG(k) → T (k) is surjective. SoCλ(k)/RCλ(k) = T (k)/RT (k) and the exact sequenc
(Lemma 1)

G̃(k)/R −→ G(k)/R −→ Cλ(k)/RCλ(k) → 1,

induces the exact sequence

G̃(k)/R −→ G(k)/R −→ T (k)/R → 1

as desired. �
(b) If k is as in 0.1, Serre’s Conjecture II holds by Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 o

and the group̃G satisfiesG̃(k)/R = 1 (ibid., Corollary 4.6). In this case we deduce th
the mapG(k)/R → T (k)/R is an isomorphism. �
Corollary. Letk be a field as in Theorem1. LetG be a semisimple simply connected gro
and S ⊂ G be a k-split torus ofG. Then the groupZG(S)ss is semisimple and simpl
connected and the natural map

ZG(S)ss(k)/R → G(k)/R

is surjective.

Proof. According to Theorem 4.15.a of [3], the centralizerZG(S) is the Levi subgroup o
somek-parabolic subgroupP of G. The fact thatZG(S)ss/k is simply connected is well
known, it can be deduced from the presentation of standard parabolic subgroups
and Corollary 4.4 of [4]. We denote byU the unipotent radical ofP and we conside
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the opposite parabolic groupP− of P with respect toZG(S); it is the uniquek-parabolic
subgroupQ of G containingZG(S) such thatQ ∩ P = ZG(S) [3, §4.8]. LetU− be the
unipotent radical ofP−. AsP ∩U− = 1, each fiber of the multiplication mapU ×ZG(S)×
U− → G consists of a single point, so this mapis an open immersion by [2, Proposition A
18.4]. So by Proposition 11 of [15], we have(U × ZG(S) × U−)(k)/R = G(k)/R. But U
andU− are affine spaces, so one has an isomorphismZG(S)(k)/R

≈−→ G(k)/R. We denote
by T = ZG(S)tor = ZG(S)/ZG(S)ss the coradical torus ofZG(S); the preceding theorem
produces then the exact sequence

ZG(S)ss(k)/R → ZG(S)(k)/R → T (k)/R → 1.

As ZG(S) is a Levi subgroup ofP , we have a natural isomorphismP tor ∼−→ ZG(S)tor = T .
According to Lemma 5.6 of [12], the fact thatG is simply connected implies that the tor
T = P tor is quasi-trivial. So we haveT (k)/R = 1 and the mapZG(S)ss(k)/R → G(k)/R

is surjective. �
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